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Foreword

“Educated investors are protected investors”. This phrase is of high
importance in the present economic conditions. With the reduction in the
growth rate and continually high inflation in Indian economy, it is important
for every individual to make investments for growth as well as to earn
additionally. Investor education and awareness programmes are
undertaken with an intention to educate the individuals and to protect the
interest of investors.
India has one of the highest savings rates as compared to world. But such
savings are not properly mobilized towards the financial markets due to lack
of financial literacy. Financial education can play an important role in
helping individuals and families to build their assets. Financial education is
not just for investors. It is equally important for their families who are also
involved in balancing their budget, savings for their children education and
for their retirement.
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India being a partner in nation
building has investor’s education and awareness at a high priority list.
Financial literacy should reach to common man for creating awareness
about the multiple investments options and enable them to balance risk &
reward.
I am glad that CA. Rajkumar S Adukia, Chairman Committee of Financial
Market and Investors’ Protection has taken the initiative in publishing the
“Background material on Investors Awareness Programmes” to create
awareness among common man regarding financial markets. This
publication discusses the art of financial planning and management and
various investment options available. This publication also discusses the
rederssal available for investor grievances.
I hope that this publication will be very useful for all the prospective
investors across the country.

Date: 7th February, 2014
Place: New Delhi

CA. Subodh Kumar Agrawal
President
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India

Preface
Investment is putting your money in any growing asset which leads to income in
form of capital appreciation, interest and dividend earnings. Investment has two
aspects i.e., risk and return. To understand both aspects is not an easy task. It
requires proper and full knowledge about investing techniques.
A sound investment decision requires understanding and analyzing factors
associated with money. The process of investment is all about parking money in
productive channels that enable the investor to earn return on the same.
Knowing how to secure your financial well-being is crucial for an individual or
entity. This requires one to know the basics of money, charting one’s financial
requirement, drafting a plan, knowing the investment avenues and finally
investing.
By considering the importance of the investment decisions in one’s life, our
committee has decided to publish a publication to educate the common man
about Investment. The publication “Background Material on Investors
Awareness Programme” is an initiative in this area. This publication will provide
Knowledge to the prospective investor about financial planning and
management. This publication also provides knowledge about Investors
Grievance rederssal and warning alerts about investing.
I sincerely appreciate the efforts put in by CA Abhishek Murali in preparing the
publication.
I would like to thank CA. Jay Ajit Chhaira, Vice-Chairman, CFMIP and all
members of the CFMIP committee, CA Pankaj Inderchand Jain, CA Sanjeev
Maheswari, CA S Santhana Krishnan, CA Anuj Goyal, CA Naveen N.D. Gupta,
CA Sharad Kabra, Shri Sidharth K. Birla, Shri Sunil Kanoria, CA Vikas Jain, CA
Murmuria Bijay, CA. Shyam Lal Agarwal who have extended their support and
encouragement in all committee activities.
I would also like to thank all the persons who contributed towards finalizing this
publication.
I firmly believe that the publication will be helpful to all concerned.

Date: 7th February, 2014
Place: New Delhi

CA. Rajkumar S. Adukia
Chairman
Committee for Financial Market and
Investors’ Protection of ICAI
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The Money Mantra
What is Money?
“Money” is a form of Exchange. One can exchange money for
purchasing anything that is sold for a price. “Money” in its different
forms is represented as “Income”, “Expense”, “Cash Flow”, “Saving”,
“Investment”, “Wealth”, “Finance”, “Status”, and “Financial Position”.
Money is a powerful instrument that has a capacity to buy, earn,
reap and grow. The qualities of money are similar to that of “Fire”.
It can both purify and make things sacred and destroy everything
that comes its way.
Why is it important to know about money?
Knowing about money is more like knowing a person. Unless you
understand the nature of the person it becomes difficult to move
with him/her. Very similar and highly essential it is to know the
various attributes of money. Knowing these attributes assists you to
take well informed financial decisions.

Nature of Money
Attributes of Money
An attribute is an inherent part of someone or something, which
decides the very nature of the person or thing. In short it is more
about how a person or thing reacts or behaves given a particular
circumstance.
The attributes of money can be defined as follows
a. Motivation–Money motivates, it has a great bearing on the
emotional state of a person. Having sufficient money makes
an individual self-sustained, thereby making him/her feel
more secured and assured. This motivates a person to stay
in the best of his temper
b. Attention–Having money being attention to the person
having it. People notice those individuals who do well and
seem more consistent
c. Mobility–Money is Mobile, the nature of money is to flow.
Money keeps moving from an individual to a trader, from
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trader to another, from a trader to a bank, from a bank to an
individual.
d. Respect–Money needs Respect. Where money is respected
there it stays and yields more. It can well be seen, where in
some households people leave money on tables and counters
to be swindled away by workers, while other who take care to
leave money in appropriate places.
e. Reservation–Money has no reservation. Money goes to
everyone. All money needs is a reason to move, it has no
reservation as to the cast, creed or status of a person. It
keeps changing hands
f. Time Value of Money–A penny in hand today is worth more
than a penny tomorrow. True to what is said, inflation plays a
major role in depreciating the value of money in hand, hence
holding back money in today’s circumstance is only more
detrimental to its value than investing it.
g. Growth–Money is one non-living thing that grows. Sounds
weird! Take a bank deposit or just leave it in a savings bank
account, you can see money growing in its value with the
interest that is paid on the bank or deposit balance. This nonliving thing makes living possible for human beings
h. Risk–No wonder there is a fear to lose that all powerful
money. Everyone wants money, by fair or foul means, hence
there is a risk of theft, you invest money for higher returns,
there is a risk of losing money as they are in turn invested in
highly risky ventures.
i. Essential–To live, to survive, to safeguard for all this and
more you need money. Money defines the status of living. It is
essential to eat, to have a roof and to keep up your modesty.
It is our life blood for good reasons. Yet though money alone
does not or cannot buy happiness.
c. Truth about Money
Crazy Money
●● You always need more money
●● You take time to make money and spend it in no time
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●● Money comes with Risk
●● Money goes to everyone
●● Money can make you happy or sad
●● Rich become richer and poor become poorer
Facts about Money
●● Save money gain more
●● Never put a ceiling on your income
●● Idle money is foolishness
●● Money and Attention go together
●● Money alone cannot give you happiness
●● Good money is clean money
●● Bad money is money earned from wrong means
●● Man should control money otherwise it will control him
●● Spending money is tricky
●● Your money decides your mood
●● Attention and Risk are siblings of Money
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The Individual – The Investor
The Individual and his money
Every individual earn s money to support his daily requirements in
the first place, followed by other commitments. Therefore money is
essential part of his/her daily requirement. While the money earned
is used for his requirements in the first place, a part of it is either set
apart or the money remaining is saved for future use.
An individual becomes an investor when he actually puts his reserve
money into an income earning vehicle (investment). Therefore
how much money an individual saves and invests depends on his
earning capacity, family requirements, spending pattern and need
for future money.

The Investor
An investor is a person or entity who put money in physical or
financial assets with the objective of receiving a financial return. The
investment assets include stocks, bonds, real estate, commodities, and
collectibles (e.g. art). An investment portfolio involves a variety of assets
that balance the rewards and risks of each investment on the whole.
An investor and a speculator are two different terminologies, while a
speculator makes quick and large gains from price increases, an investor
waits for his asset to mature over time. The gestation period after which
an investor earns his returns is generally much longer than a speculator.
The nature of return an investor can getinclude cash receipts, capital
appreciation of the asset price. An investor’s age becomes an important
criteria in determining the method of investment and the strategy that
is adopted in making an investment. For example a young investor
tends to buy assets with price appreciation potential as there are years
before he would require funds for his retirement, while an older, retired
investor will require regular income and thus wants assets that offer
regular cash payments.

Classification of Investors
Investor Classification
Investors can be classified as follows
●● Salary Earners
5

●● Self Employed/Entrepreneurs
●● Professionals
●● Others
They can further be categorized into
●● Beginners
●● Middle Level
●● Final Level
Salary Earners:
●● Every month Salary is wealth accumulation
●● Rule of Thumb : Always hold 3 months’ salary in savings (job
change/delay in payout)
●● Beginners: Be more aggressive (no or less liabilities,
consistent income level)
●● Mid-career people–Be Moderate ( more liabilities, commitments)
●● High Networth Individuals (HNIs) – A balance of Moderation
and Aggressiveness ( More Money)
Self Employed/Entreprenuers
●● Investment – Own Funds/Borrowed Funds
●● Average of Income Earned every month
●● Insurance cover for business and personal needs
●● Surplus funds on savings
●● Funds for further investment in business
●● Loan repayment
Professionals
●● Average earnings every month
●● Loans for setting up Professional Practice and its repayment
●● Monthly commitments
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●● Surplus savings
●● Fund for further investment
●● Investment in Real Estate
●● Sole proprietorship/ Firm/Company

Age Parameters of Investors
Investors can be classified into 3 levels based on their age
parameters,
●● Young
●● Middle Aged
●● Retired
Classification of investors based on their age becomes important as
their investment decisions heavily depend on liquidity requirements
and regularity of cash inflow. Also that some of the risky decisions
can be taken at an young age than at the retirement stage.

Income Level of Investors
How much you can invest depends on how much you earn and how
much can be reserved or saved which can be invested. Whether the
investment is going to be in thousands, lakhs or crores all depends
on how much you earn. Hence income levels and expenditure
pattern of the individuals greatly decide their size of investment.
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The Income
Flow of Money
All of us procure money from various sources. Employment, selfemployment, entrepreneurship, business are some of the many
forms of earning money. It is widely understood that in order to have
money one has to procure it (earn it).

Unfortunately majority of the people believe that financial planning is
all about earning money. In short what they look forward is to know
ways of earning money. Undoubtedly earning money or procuring
it is the first step in financial planning but it is not all. The planning
begins only after procuring it.
When we talk about earning money we talk about three things
1. Why should we earn money?
2. How do we earn money?
3. From where do we earn money?
Why?
●● To eat
●● To survive
●● To satisfy our daily needs
●● To safeguard ourselves
●● To learn
8

●● To live
●● To earn
How?
●● Take up a job earn Salary
●● Work in a company
●● Work in a private office
●● Work in an government organization
●● Work in a shop
●● Work in an agency
●● Work in a school
●● Work in hospitals
●● Work in factories
●● Self Employed and earn Profit
●● Teach
●● Start a business
●● Set up a shop
●● Set up a consultancy
●● Private practice
●● Consider offering professional services
●● Invest Money earn Returns
●● In Business Ventures
●● In Bank Deposits
●● In deposits with companies
●● In Securities
●● In Bonds
●● In Loans
●● In Government instruments
●● In Debentures
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●● In Provident Fund
●● In Post Office
From Where?
You earn money by performing an activity, the activity can be one
in which you are involved personally and one in which you are not
involved personally
●● Personal Involvement /Participation
●● No Personal Involvement/Participation
a Scenario 1-Personal Involvement/Participation–Active Money
Earning
In this scenario the money is earned by one’s personal participation.
Examples are
●● Employment
●● Proprietor Business
●● Professional Practice by a Proprietor
●● Vendor ( Proprietor)
b. Scenario 2-No Personal Involvement/Participation–Passive
Money Earning
In this scenario the money is earned without one’s personal
participation. Examples are
●● Money invested in Business Ventures earning profit or interest
●● Money with Banks earning interest
●● Money in Shares earning dividend or increase in value of
shares
●● Money in Government securities earning fixed income
●● Money in Post office making good returns
●● Money in Partnerships making profits
●● Money in Joint Ventures that requires only monetary
participation
●● Money in Private Equity
●● Money from Property (Commercial/Residential) Rentals
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●● Money from Bonds earning interest
●● Money from IPO issues with dividends
Such earning comes handy during rainy days when one’s personal
participation becomes an issue due to any reason what so ever.
This also helps an individual to maintain his/her standard of living
irrespective of the income earned by way of personal participation.
It is important for one and all to set up this sort of an arrangement
over a period of time.
Yes! Money works for you. You invest money retained with you in
business ventures or investment avenues where others work to earn
money for you. Therefore whether or not you participate, the money
you invest is put to work and in turn fetches an earning for you.
While in the first instance you work for money, in the second one,
you make money work for you. In both instances, you earn additional
money. Therefore procuring money as a process does not stop with
just income from employment or business, it also emerges from
sound investment decisions.
TIPS on Earning Money
1. Never put a ceiling on your income
2. Always invest money for further earnings
3. Always have an alternate source of income
4. Earn money the right way, cause, money earned out of right
means is rightly spent
5. Tap the sources of earning money keeping your requirements
in mind
6. It is good to save and invest money as soon as you start
earning, cause it is a time with less liabilities
7. Self-employment and Entrepreneur options can be explore
even if you are in a regular employment provided it does not
affect your job or the terms of employment. Consider taking
permissions if required
8. It is good to form a Partnership, where each of the partners
are good at one aspect or the other and thereby all reap the
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benefits of expertise from each one of them
Caution
1. Never venture into a business or profession you have no idea
about
2. It is always good to gain experience under someone before
venturing out on your own
3. Always invest smaller amounts in business ventures before
going big
4. Never put all the money in one basket

Nature of Income
It is essential to know the nature of income and becomes extremely
important to determine their taxability, accounting, economical
significance and finally the nature of use they can be put to. Income
earned can be regular or seasonal. The time duration indicates the
regularity of income and whether the money received is income or not.
Capital inflow of money is not taxed. Whereas money earned from
services rendered, performing trade, exhibition of talent, from
employment are generally taxed.

Regular Income and Seasonal Income
Whether Regular or Seasonal, money earned is income. This is
different from gifts received, money devolving intestate, through
will, lucky draw and the like. The timing of inflow of money does
not alter the nature of money. Money earned is income, it can be
earned by performing a service, trade, or investing money.

Monthly
Expenses

Half Yearly
Expenses

Annual
Expenses

Active and Passive Income Earning Capacity
Money earned by one’s personal participation is termed active
income earning capacity and money earned without one’s personal
participation is termed Passive Income Earning Capacity.
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Levels of Income
While so much has been discussed about money and income, it is
the level of income that determines the nature of financial planning.
Level of Income and Nature of Commitment are the two criteria
that determine the nature and effectiveness of financial planning.
A person earning Rs. 1,00,000 per month and committed to spend
Rs. 85,000/month ends up saving Rs.15,000/month. While a
person earning Rs. 60,000/month and having commitment to spend
about Rs.30,000/month saves about Rs. 30,000/month. While the
standard living and other such aspects are kept outside the purview
of this discussion, ultimately what matters is not what you earn, but
what you keep.
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The Expenditure
Gone are the days when people use to have an entire cricket
team would make a family. Today’s youth prefer not more than
two children. With westernization coming in, the culture of joint
family is changing. They prefer independence and stay away from
their family. Hence people have to develop a corpus to meet their
expenses and sustain without any help from family.
Classification of Expenses - Expenses incurred by individuals
are classified based on their requirement and frequency. According
some of the expenditures are incurred on a monthly basis like
the rent, food expense, electricity, gas, telephone, newspaper,
maintenance, health, transportation, house cleaning and other
miscellaneous expenses. Half yearly expenses generally include
clothing, educational expenses, vehicle maintenance, insurance
and renewals. Annual expenses generally consists of educational
expenses, travel, insurance premium (both life and other insurance)
and health expenses.
Nature of Expense – While some of expenditures incurred are
fixed some are variable. Expenses like rent, insurance premium,
educational expenditures are fixed at fixed time intervals, food,
electricity, clothing, medical expenses are variable, depending on
the season, number of people, and other requirements.
Scale of Expenditure – Some expenditures have a limited range of
movement, certain other expenditures involve huge sums of money
when incurred. Monthly food expense, electricity, gas payment,
insurance involve a certain sum of pre-determined and possibly
foreseeable amounts, expenses like medical, housing equated
monthly instalments, involve huge outflow of money when incurred.
Future Plans and Contingencies – These include expenditures
planned
●● Foreseen for a future event – Medical Expenses, Repayment
of Loan, Purchase of Vehicle
●● Earmarked Expenditures – Marriage, Higher education,
Purchase of Jewellery,
●● Contingencies – Emergency
Replacement of Vehicle
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Health

Care

Expenses,

Types of Expenditures
a. Monthly Maintenance – Expenses incurred on a monthly
basis by an individual, which includes his basic and comfort
needs. This expense is generally fixed or slightly variable in
nature
b. Half Yearly Maintenance – Expenses of this nature occur on
a half yearly or such similar time frames. Classic examples
of such expenditure include insurance premium, instalments
and educational expenses.
c. Annual Maintenance – While some expenses recur
frequently, certain expenses like travel, school expenses and
premium are required to be paid on an annual basis. Annual
expenses are generally involves large sums of money, hence
planning ahead for these expenses becomes essential.
d. Fixed and Variable Expenditures – The fixed and variable
nature of expenditure mainly depends on the purpose of the
expenditure. Generally consumption based expenses are
variable in nature, expenses that have a price volatility impact
are also variable in nature.
		 Nothing is constant except change. Therefore whatever
is termed as fixed in nature, especially expenses like rent,
premium other monthly expenses are variable over a period
of time. Planning ahead for such expenses helps in handling
any last minute rush
e. Medical Expenses – Classification of medical expense as a
separate type of expenditure is required considering the huge
amount of outflow involved. Medical and Healthcare services
have improved over a period of time undoubtedly, so have
the amount of money involved in such acquiring the same. A
doctor consultation and purchase of medicine prescribed for
general illness costs you not less than Rs. 600/- while this is
the case with a regular doctor check-up, treatment of specified
illness, specialist consultation, surgery, other hospitalized
treatments usually costs huge sums of money. Planning for
such expenses becomes critical. Medical insurance is the
most common method these medical expenses are generally
covered. But most of the times the cashless compensation
method offered under these insurance schemes are very
15

difficult to obtain. So, generally the patients end up paying the
amount and later on claim it from the respective insurance
provider. In such circumstances, it becomes important to
have sufficient money to pay for the hospital bills.
f. Earmarked expenditures – Earmarked expenditures
include those that which are set apart for specific purposes
or accumulated for expense at a future date. Marriage, higher
educational expenses are some of the most common of
earmarked expenditures, that generally involves an outflow of
huge sums of money.
g. Future Plans – It is but common for individuals to have
their own plan of doing things. Such plans generally include
purchase of a house, jewellery, pleasure trip and pilgrimage.
Expenses of such kinds requires planning requires saving
from an early date.
h. Educational Expenditure – Much similar to the medical
expense are the education expense. Right from their
schooling till their graduation and post-graduation, education
involves huge outflow of money. Saving for these expenditures
becomes essential in order to the meet the huge admission
and term fees for schools and semester fees for colleges
i. Contingencies – As we all know life is full of contingencies.
More than all categories of expenditures quoted in the above
paragraphs, this one head “contingency” includes every other
kind of expenditure incurred especially at a very short notice
and always comes as a total surprise to the individual. Hence
a sufficient sum should be set apart to meet these uninvited
but essential expenditures
Classification of expenditure enables an individual to plan his needs,
enables him identify his requirements, prioritize them according to
importance, essentiality and time frame. This becomes one of the
basic steps to determine one’s financial commitment and thereby
plan their finances.
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The Saving
What Matters?
It is not how much money you make
It is how much money you keep matters

A quick recap
Why do we earn?
We earn for our
●● needs,
●● necessities,
●● comforts,
●● luxuries
Is that all? Or is there something that is equally important
We also very importantly earn to SAVE
You should also earn for saving/retaining. Not all that you earn
can be spent, which means you will be left with no money for
emergencies.
Borrowing is not an option to get money, it is not procuring, it is
creating a liability to meet your need. Such borrowed amounts
are returned with interest and that is the cost you pay for borrowing
money for your needs.
What do people do with the money they earn? They
●● pay their bills,
●● expend for their monthly needs,
●● pay taxes,
●● repay loans and it goes on.
How many people really set aside some amount for retaining? After
all the expenses they are hardly left with anything that they retaining
as their savings.
As normal human beings we earn mainly for our primary needs
17

followed by other obligations like paying bills, taxes and the rest.
Here our primary need includes the money we would want to retain
with us, our savings. Therefore while allocating the money earned
it would be wise to first allocate for our primary needs and then
distribute the remaining towards our other obligations. Not only do
you find money to save, it also keeps your expenses under check.
Well, what happens when the remaining money allocated are not
sufficient to meet your obligations with the government (taxes),
creditors (loan, bills)? You should pay the amounts otherwise you
will be taken to task. It means you are under a pressure to find
money to pay them in time. Well, this kind of a pressure works
well to find ways and means of earning more money than what
you actually get paid. In other words you explore options of making
more money.
Any legal means of making money is welcome. Cause, good money
and bad money have their respective characteristics. Therefore,
what we find here is that shifting your focus to satisfy your needs
first, is indirectly making you explore more options of making money
or procuring money.
As discussed earlier procuring money can be active or passive. At
this juncture we should appreciate the fact that how a shift in focus
actually and automatically changes our approach towards money,
its procurement, retaining and investment.
All of the above and more to come, takes us through the nature of
money, nature of investors and all about being wise with money.
Classifying Savings
Savings can be classified as
●● Saving to Retain
●● Saving for Future Expenses
Saving to Retain
This constitutes actual saving. It is the amount that accumulates
into a corpus for safe keeping and for further investment. Hence
one should ensure sufficient amount of money is accumulated by
carefully planning your expense.
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Saving for Future Expenses
This amounts to saving for future expenses or in short earmarking
money for a particular expense. This is saving for a short term.
This amount is meant to be spent. Therefore in the long term such
savings cannot be counted for savings or retained earnings
Examples of such expenses are as follows
●● Saving for Marriage expenses
●● Saving to buy Vehicles
●● Saving for Medical Expenses
●● Saving for decorating the house
●● Saving for replacements
●● Saving for vacations
●● Saving for celebrations
●● Saving for functions
●● Saving for Gifting
●● Saving for Household maintenance and repair
●● Saving for Children’s Educational expenses – yearly school
fees, college fees, Coaching classes, exam fees
●● Saving for Higher Education
●● Saving for Household items ( as their value depreciates over
a period of use)
Classifying people into rich and poor only signifies their financial
acumen towards being a good and a bad investor. Good investors
not just work hard to earn money, but in turn also make money
work for them. It helps them maintain not just their financial stability
but also supports them during raining days. On the other hand bad
investors stick to certain self-made and widely believed rules that
only hard work can earn them good money and completely neglect
the aspect of investing and the concept of passive money.
Now it is clear how the rich get richer and the poor get poorer.
Being wise with money and financial decisions has nothing to do
with greed. The only difference being, greed is about getting rich
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overnight and being financial wise is growing rich by the day.
TIPS on Saving Money
1. Squeeze expenses and Save, it pays.
2. Cut wasteful expenditure from your Budget
3. Cut down on Luxury
4. Small is Beautiful, keep things small they help in keeping
expenses under check
5. Save in the name of Minor Children
6. Differentiate between what you deserve and what you desire
7. Save Surplus Fund whether out of monthly income or any
windfall
8. Aim at accumulating corpus out of money saved
9. It is good to set aside your savings before you start spending
for the month
10. Aim at saving a certain amount every month and follow
religiously
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Caution
1. Saving should be kept safe
2. Do not invest all your savings, keep a safe amount in bank
accounts or fixed deposits for emergencies
3. Do not go by your friend’s experience in Investment, always
enquire and research from your side as well
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The Art of Financial Planning & Management
Why Financial Planning?
It is a process that uses your financial resource to satisfy your
financial goals. In short, it helps you plan the use of your money to
meet your needs and retain something for rainy days.
Who need’s financial planning?
There is no discretion as to who is classified to plan their finances.
It applies to everyone who uses money to survive in this world, the
difference lies only in their scale and level of income, investments
and expenses.
Does every one plan their finances?
Not really, cause they hardly know what it means to plan their
finance and hence always have reasons to postpone it. And people
who have done have not just been fair with their money, but have
also generated wealth for themselves and their generations.
How does Financial Planning help?

Steps in Financial Planning
While Financial Planning is a process of planning your finances,
there are certain things you need to know before you could proceed
with the planning phase. The factors to consider before financial
planning have been in 4 steps below. A fair understanding of these
four steps are sure to make the financial planning process more
meaningful
●● Knowing Your Financial Goals
Financial goals of an individual define what he or she would like to
achieve in terms of money over a period of time. Some examples
of financial goals are
●● Buying a residential property worth 3 crores in April 2013
●● Saving Rs. 60 lakhs for daughter’s marriage expenses in 2030
●● Purchasing a resort worth Rs. 1 crore in Kerala
●● Planning for a retirement income of Rs. 6.lakhs per month
22

starting 2030
●● Repaying Housing loan worth Rs. 35 lakhs in 5 years starting
from 2014
●● Purchasing Gold worth 5 lakhs in 3 year’s time
●● Saving Rs. 10 lakhs for renovating the independent house in
Delhi in 2 year’s time
●● These goals can be divided into Short Term, Medium Term
and Long Term depending upon the means available to
support them
●● Knowing Your Financial Position

Cash Flow Statement
A statement that gives details about how much money you received,
how much you spend and how much you save is called the Cash
Flow Statement.
A cash flow statement consists of details pertaining to cash
received and cash paid during the years irrespective of the year
to which it belongs. All payments made by way of cash or through
bank are considered and payments made from all bank accounts
are considered. The payments could be for expenses, repayment,
investment and loan everything is considered. The balancing figure
is generally allocated among bank balances and cash in hand.
This statement is a basic document to be prepared in case of
individuals who do not maintain proper books of accounts. From
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the details available in this account a Statement on Income and
Expenditure and Balance Sheet can be prepared.
Statement on Networth
A Statement on Networth provides a quick looks at your financial
situation at a certain point of time. It gives details about your assets,
liabilities, and the difference between the two is your networth. In
short it tells you how much money you will be left with had you paid
of all your liabilities with the help of money from your assets ( cash
generated by way of interest or by sale of the asset).
Sample Networth Statement
--------------

Mr. Vijay Kulkarni

Liquid Assets

Rs.

Savings Account

5,00,000

Fixed Deposit with Bank

3,00,000

Liquid Fund

-

Cash

50,000

Invested Assets
Stocks

1,00,000

Mutual Funds

2,00,000

Bonds

1,00,000

PPF

5,00,000

Gold

3,00,000

Real Estate – Land

25,00,000

Other Assets
House

50,00,000

Car

5,50,000

Total Assets (A)

98,00,000

Liabilities
Home Loan

40,00,000

Car Loan

2,00,000
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--------------

Mr. Vijay Kulkarni

Total Liabilities (B)

42,00,000

Total Networth (A-B)

56,00,000

Investment Calculations
Investment calculations involve preparing a schedule for saving
target one wishes to reach keeping their long term goals in mind.
While preparing these figures one has have in mind the Time value
of money concept, for we all know that a rupee earned today is
far more valuable than a rupee earned tomorrow. Also it will be
of interest to reader to know the magic Compounding Interest can
create.
Compounding Effect
People with very limited income have been able to save around
3 to 4 crores by investing in equities over a period of two to three
decades amounts in the range of 10, 50 and 500.
The idea behind preparing a Cash Flow Statement or a Networth
Statement is for the investor or the individual to understand his
position and what exactly he does with money he earns or receives.
Where an individual has savings in lakhs of rupees earning an
interest of about 6 % , it will be worthwhile to pay off his loans taken
at the rate of 16% from the savings held, instead of retaining the
savings and repaying the loan with interest.

When should one opt for Financial Planning?
The moment one begins earning money or has property to manage,
one should opt for Financial Planning.
Planning your Finances
●● Financial Planning is a must
●● Know where you stand - Net Worth (Assets – Liabilities),
Personal Budget
●● Make your financial goals clear - Goals and Objectives Major Purchase, Children’s Education, Retirement, Marriage,
Vacation
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●● Know how to reach your targets and time lines
●● Implement your financial plan
●● Reap the benefits

What is the Role of a Professional Financial Planner?
The role of a professional Financial Planner is that of a trusted
professional who offers advice that best suits your financial status
and financial needs. Well, in order to ensure that such professionals
are carefully chosen and well regulated, investment advisors or
professional financial planners are regulated with the help of The
(Investment Advisors) Regulation 2013

Components/Elements of Financial Planning
Income Planning
An individual’s income planning strategy defines his sources of
income and how he plans to meet his short and long term goals.
Sources of Income
●● Salary
●● Business Income
●● Self-Employment
●● Investment Income
While the first three sources of income invariably requires personal
participation by the individual, investment income does not require
his personal participation but still generates income. Therefore,
while dealing with the sources of income it is important to have both
active and passive income sources that help the individual on those
rainy days when personal participation becomes difficult.
Income Tax Planning
People falling in the high income category, end up paying close
to 30% of their earnings in the form of taxes. Hence investments
offering tax benefits should be the preferred option. Knowledge on
simple tax saving investments can help in planning for their taxes.
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Chapter VIA Deductions under the Income Tax Act, 1961
S.No

Section

Quick Description

1

80 CCC Pension Products

2

80 CCD

3

80D

4

80 DD

5

80 DDB

6

80U

7

80G

8

80 GGA

9

80 GGC

10

80 E

11

80 EE

Limit

Maximum Rs 1 lakh
deduction for 80 C, CCC
and 80 CCD put together
C. Govt Employees Maximum Rs 1 lakh
Pension scheme
deduction for 80 C, CCC
and 80 CCD put together
Deduction between Rs
Premium Paid on
Medical Insurance 15,000-20,000, additional
deduction of 15,000 for
for Family and
Parents
parents and Rs, 20,000 if
they senior citizens
Maintenance and
Deduction upto Rs 1 lakh
medical treatment
of disabled
dependent
Treatment of
Deduction upto Rs.60,000
Certain disease or
ailment
Physically Disabled Deduction upto Rs 1 lakh
Assessee
Donation to certain 50% to 100% of donation
charitable fund,
made subject to a max
institutions etc
of 10%of gross annual
income
Donations
100% deduction allowed
for scientific
to donations made to
research or rural
scientific research Sec
development
80GGC
Donation to
Deduction upto Rs 60,000
Political Parties
Interest Payable on No limit for deduction
Educational loan
Interest payable on Additional deduction up to
housing loan
Rs 1 lakh
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S.No

Section

Quick Description

Limit

12

80 GG

Deduction upto Rs,24,000

13

For paying rent in
case of no HRA
80 CCG RGESS

14

80TTA

Deduction upto Rs 25,000
(50% of amount invested)
Interested received Deduction upto Rs 10,000
in Saving Bank
Account

Insurance and Health Planning
Insurance Planning is concerned with ensuring adequate coverage
against insurable risks. Calculating the right level of risk cover is
a specialized activity, requiring considerable expertise. Proper
Insurance Planning can help you look at the possibility of getting a
wider coverage for the same amount of premium or the same level
of coverage for the same amount of premium or the same level
of coverage for a reduced premium. Hence the need for proper
insurance planning.
Insurance Planning takes into account the risks that surround you
and then provides an adequate coverage against those risks. There
is no risk not worth insuring yourself against. Be it life or non-life. And
insurance should first and foremost be looked as a measure to guard
against all risks. Now depending upon person to person Insurance
needs differ too. It depends on your age, profile, requirements, level
of risks, your income etc. So insurance planning takes into account
all the factors before chalking out a plan customized for you and
gives you the most suitable option.

Life Insurance Planning
Your Life Insurance Needs
Calculating life insurance needs is not a simple exercise but you
must evaluate your current and required cover in 2012 and take
corrective action. Remember that each of us has our own lifestyle,
goals, aspirations and dependents which may be completely
different from the life situation for your friend or colleague. So what
works for someone else may not work for you.
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There are essentially three ways to calculate your insurance needs
(a) Expense protection: Calculates the corpus required to
take care of the family’s future expenses and goals. Inflation
diminishes the value of money and hence expenses need to
be adjusted to inflation for calculation of protection required.
(b) Human life value: It is the economic value of an individual;
the present value of all his or her future income. Setting aside
the part of income one spends on oneself, the protection
required through human life value calculates today’s value of
one’s income for the years till his or her retirement.
(c) Needs analysis: In this method you calculate your needs
by considering each of your dependents and what financial
milestones you want to achieve for them. The needs may
range from child education, marriage to repayment of loans.
Next you assess your current assets and investments and
shortfall due to loss of life. This gap in income can be filled up
by insurance.
Ideally, insurance must be taken to cover the working period in one’s
life. You take insurance to protect your dependents from the loss of
your income; using the same logic, you take insurance for the time
that the dependents are being supported by your income. Hence, it
is advisable to take insurance till one’s retirement. However, when
insurance is taken for protecting and saving towards specific goals,
then the tenure of the plan should match the years left for meeting
the goal.
Choosing a product will depend on the specific need and the life
stage one is in. What is the final product you will choose? When
there are multiple choices that match the need, it is the affordability
that makes the final choice. Most importantly, individuals must be
aware of the purpose of the insurance they are buying. They must
know that life insurance products for investment and savings are
structured for the long term and meant for someone who is earning
and whose earnings are supporting his/her dependant(s).
In a nutshell:
●● Insurance Planning is the first step to cover against risk.
●● Opting for adequate life insurance cover is essential. It is very
important that you are adequately covered as inadequate
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cover is equal to no cover at all.
●● Insurance requirement to be reviewed once in every 2 years
●● Insurance secures our
●● Future
●● Finances
●● Loved Ones
●● Insurance planning is the first step towards financial planning
and financial planning should be the first step towards
purchasing insurance. To advise an individual on his or her
insurance needs, it is important to get a holistic view of the
present and the future.
●● Insurance requirement must be reviewed every two years or
when there is a change in the family scenario, for example:
the addition of dependants.
●● The insurance requirement changes with every change in
your life — income, expenses, life style, members, liabilities
and assets.
Types of Life Insurance Policies
There are a variety of policies available in the market, ranging
from Term Endowment and Whole Life Insurance, to Money Back
Policies, ULIPs, and Pension plans. Let’s see what each of these is
about, so that you can consider the one that best suits you.
●● Term insurance policy
●● Whole Life Policy
●● Endowment Policy
●● Money Back Policy
●● Annuities and Pension
●● Unit linked Insurance Plan (ULIP)
●● Riders: Comprehensive coverage
Investment and Wealth Planning
Investment

planning/management
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also

known

as

portfolio

management is not a simple activity as it involves many complex
steps which is explained as follows
Investment objectives & constrains
The main objectives to be taken into consideration by investors
are capital appreciation, current income and safety of principal.
The relative importance of each of these objectives needs to be
determined. The main aspect that affects the objectives is risk.
Some investors are risk takers while others try to reduce risk to
the minimum level possible. Identification of constrains arising
out of liquidity, time horizon, tax and special situations need to be
addressed.
The Asset Mix
An important decision is with respect to the asset mix decision is to
do with the proportion of equity shares or shares of equity oriented
mutual funds i.e. stocks and proportion of bonds in the portfolio.
The combination on the number of stocks and bonds depends upon
the risk tolerance of the investor. This step also involves which
classes of asset investments will be places and also determines
which securities should be purchased in a particular class.
The Portfolio Strategy
There are two types of portfolio strategies. The first is an active
portfolio strategy which aims to earn greater risk adjusted returns
depending on the market timing, sector rotation, security selection
or a mix of these. The second strategy is the passive strategy which
involves holding a well diversified portfolio and also maintaining a
pre-decided level risk.
Securities
Investors usually select stocks after a careful fundamental and
technical analysis of the security they are interested in purchasing.
In case of bonds credit ratings, liquidity, tax shelter, term of maturity
and yield to maturity are factors that are considered.
Implementing Portfolio
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This step involves implementing the formulated portfolio strategy by
buying or selling certain securities in specified amounts. This step is
the one which actually affects investment results.
Portfolio Revision
Fluctuation in the prices of stocks and bonds lead to changes in the
value of the portfolio and this calls for a rebalancing of the portfolio
from time to time. This principally involves shifting from bonds to
stocks or vice-versa. Sector rotation and security changes may also
be needed.
Performance Evaluation
The assessment of the performance of the portfolio should be done
from time to time. It helps the investor to realize if the portfolio
return is in proportion with its risk exposure. Along with this it is also
necessary to have a benchmark for comparison with other portfolios
that have a similar risk exposure.

Investing Is Not Gambling
Investing is NOT gambling. Gambling is putting money at risk by
betting on an uncertain outcome with the hope that you might win
money. Part of the confusion between investing and gambling,
however, may come from the way some people use investment
vehicles.
Ideal Investment strategy
Even though all investors are trying to make money, they all come
from diverse backgrounds and have different needs. It follows that
specific
Investing vehicles and methods are suitable for certain types of
investors. Although there are many factors that determine which
path is optimal for an investor, we’ll look at three main categories:
(a) Investment objectives,
(b) Timeframe, and
(c) Investing personality.
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(a) Investment Objectives
●● Generally speaking; investors have a few primary objectives:
●● safety of capital
●● current income and
●● capital appreciation
These objectives depend on a person’s age, stage/position in life,
and personal circumstances. A 75-year-old widow living off her
retirement portfolio is far more interested in preserving the value
of investments than a 30-year-old business executive would be.
Because the widow needs income from her investments to survive,
she cannot risk losing her investment. The young executive, on
the other hand, has time on his or her side. As investment income
isn’t currently paying the bills, the executive can afford to be more
aggressive in his or her investing strategies.
An investor’s financial position will also affect his or her objectives.
A multi-millionaire is obviously going to have much different goals
than a newly married couple just starting out. For example, the
millionaire, in an effort to increase his profit for the year, might
have no problem putting down Rs.100, 000 in a speculative real
estate investment. To him, a hundred grand is a small percentage
of his overall worth. Meanwhile, the couple is concentrating on
saving up for a down payment on a house, never mind a risky
venture. Regardless of the potential returns there may be on a risky
investment, speculation is just not appropriate for the young couple.
(b) Timeframe
As a general rule, the shorter your time horizon, the more
conservative you should be. For instance, if you are investing
primarily for retirement and you are still in your 20s, you still have
plenty of time to make up for any losses you might incur along
the way. At the same time, if you start when you are young, you
don’t have to put huge chunks of your paycheck away every month
because you have the power of compounding on your side.
On the other hand, if you are about to retire, it is very important that
you either safeguard or increase the money you have accumulated.
Because you will soon be accessing your investments, you don’t
want to expose all of your money to volatility you don’t want to risk
losing your investment money in a market slump right before you
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need to start accessing your assets.
(c) What is your personal characteristic?
The personality trait that will determine your investing path is your
desire to research investments. Thus, in addition to risk taking ability,
some personal characteristics like, a cool temper, balanced outlook
and data based decisions determine the success of an investment.
Forbidden/Unsafe Investments
The following categories of investment are totally forbidden for all
categories of investors:
●● Chit funds, Nidhis, Ponzi Schemes, Mutual Benefit societies
●● Phoney real estate schemes and plantation schemes.
●● Deposits with partnership firms, private limited companies
and other companies who do not enjoy good credit rating.
●● Speculative stocks and private placements of equity shares in
companies promoted by unknown –entrepreneurs.
●● Volatile scrips which fluctuate rather dangerously.
●● Peerless-type savings schemes which use insurance jargon
simply to confuse you.
●● New issues of shares by first generation unknownentrepreneurs.
Some guidelines towards a strong financial future:
The following are important steps towards ensuring a strong
financial future:
●● Define your goals
●● Estimate your current financial position
●● Choose the investments according to your life stage
●● Diversify your investment to reduce risk
●● Do a lot of market research
●● Budget for your investment
●● Reduce the number of records. Instead of having too many
unwanted bank accounts, demat accounts and unwanted
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investments, close the unnecessary ones. Keep one bank
account in a branch nearby and preferably in Joint names
●● Have a cross power of attorney between spouses. This is
valid during one’s lifetime.
●● Make nominations in (a) Company’s PF and your PPF
accounts (b) LIC policies and personal accident policies (c)
Gratuity (d) Superannuation schemes (e) Ownership flat (f)
bank accounts etc.
●● Acquaint your spouse and family members with your financial
arrangements, your advisors and consultants, and familiarise
them with your files and documents.

Risks v/s Rewards
Risk is a real life fact for any investor. Stock markets may go
down, companies may go bankrupt, inflation rates may soar or the
government may not have enough funds to pay back. Therefore
before making any investment you have to ask the question “What
is the risk involved?”
One should remember that every investment has risk attached to
it. Only the degree of risk is different. One should analyze the risks
to evaluate the returns that can be expected from an investment.
The key to investment success is ideal diversification of assets.
Diversification means more than just having different types of
investments. It means having a right mix of investments across
sectors, time horizons, markets, instruments and so on. A good
portfolio will have stocks, bonds, mutual funds, money market
funds etc. of different companies from different sectors. When you
diversify, you spread your money among many different securities,
thereby avoiding the risk that your portfolio will be badly affected
because a single security or a particular market sector turns sour.
Portfolio and Diversification
A portfolio is a combination of different investment assets mixed
and matched for the purpose of achieving an investor’s goal(s).
Items that are considered a part of your portfolio can include any
asset you own--from real items such as art and real estate, to
equities, fixed-income instruments, and cash and equivalents. For
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the purpose of this section, we will focus on the most liquid asset
types: equities, fixed-income securities, and cash and equivalents.
Basic Types of Portfolios
●● Aggressive investment strategies
●● Conservative investment strategies
Summary of Investment and Wealth Planning gives the following
advantages:
1. Defining return objective
2. Understanding risk tolerance
3. Investment constraints
4. Guidelines to construct a portfolio
5. Basis for portfolio monitoring and review
6. Better control over financial decisions
7. Allows perpetuity and solves disputes between client and
advisor.
Retirement Planning
Retirement planning involves planning for the following
●● Allocation of finances for Retirement
●● No Government sponsored retirement plan
●● Nuclear Families

During the
Life Time

Trust

Power of
Attorney

Gift
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Partition

●● Unforeseen Medical expenses
●● Estate Planning

Post-Death

Will

Succession

Life
Insurance

●● The Flexibility to Deal with Changes
●● Systematic investment every month is a way to a tension free
healthy retirement.
Steps to be followed in Retirement Planning
●● Decide of age for retirement
●● Annual income need for retirement years
●● Current market value of all the savings and investments
●● Determine a realistic annualized rate of return
●● Consider company pension plan if any
●● Now compute the value required on retirement
Retirement Investment Options
●● Public Provident Fund (PPF)
●● National Savings Certificate (NSC)
●● Employees Provident Fund (EPF)
●● Mutual Fund Products
●● Insurance Products
●● New Pension Schemes
●● Reverse Mortgage
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Estate Planning
The sum of all the assets of a person, less his liabilities becomes his
ESTATE. For examples all properties, bank accounts investments,
insurances and collectibles, less the liabilities of a person are
collectively called a person’s estate. Estate planning is about
●● Accumulating and Disposing of an estate to maximize the
goals of the estate owner.
●● Distribute wealth to a certain beneficiary or beneficiaries to
whomever the owner wishes.
●● Important to take the help of an attorney experienced in estate
law
Objectives of Estate Planning
●● Asset transfer to beneficiaries
●● Tax- effective transfer
●● Planning in case of disabilities
●● Time of distribution can be pre-decided
●● Business succession
●● Selection of Trustee or guardian or the executor
Terminologies in Estate Planning
●● Will – A document that conveys your wishes about your estate
and helps in following it after your death
●● Testator – A person who makes his will
●● Executor – A person who executes the will after the death of
the testator
●● Legatee/Beneficiary – A person who inherits the estate
under a will.
●● Inestate – A person who dies without making a valid last will
is said to die inestate
●● Probate – A legal process of settling the estate of a deceased
person
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●● Power of Attorney – A authorization to act on someone else’s
behalf in a legal or business matter.

Develop your
financial goals

1
Determine
current
financial
situation

2
Identify
alternative
courses of
action

The
Financial
Planning
Process

6
Reviewand
revise the
financial
plan

3
Evaluate
alternatives

5

Create and
implement your
financial action
plan

4

Assess
risk
time value
of money
(opportunity
cost)

Consider
life situation
personal values
economic
factors

●● Trust – It is a relationship in which a person called the trustor
transfers something of value, movable or immovable to
another person called a trustee. The Trustee then manages
and controls these assets for the benefit of a third person
called a beneficiary.
Steps and Tools in Estate Planning
●● Steps
●● Listing of assets and liabilities
●● Open family discussion on selecting the guardian
●● Update the current beneficiaries like life insurance
●● Decide upon the distribution of the assets on death
●● Funeral arrangements with spouse and family
●● Assistance of an estate planning authority
●● Tools
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●● Life Insurance
●● Will
●● Trust
There are various tools that a financial planner can adopt for getting
an estate plan in place. Some tools are effective during the lifetime
of an individual while some after his/her death.
The following figure shows the tools used for estate planning by
transferring the assets to the beneficiary, with or without restrictions,
during the lifetime of an individual
The following figure shows the tools used for estate planning where
the transfer of assets to the beneficiary becomes effective after the
death of an individual
Tips in Estate Planning
Following are some points one must check in the “Will”, otherwise it
will create chaos and problems afterwards or it may defeat the very
purpose of the “Will”.
(a) It must be signed by two (2) witnesses who are of the age of
majority and should not be the beneficiaries under that “Will”.
(b) When you appoint a person as an Executor to the “Will”,
before appointment take his consent. Appoint more than one
Executor and handover to each Executor one sealed copy
of the “Will”. In case you wish to have a Registered “Will”,
then inform it to the Executor where you have registered your
“Will”.
(c) Prepare the list of all Assets and Liabilities and mention them
in the “Will”. In addition to this, always have a residual clause
in the “Will”.
(d) Even though it is not compulsory, it is advisable to have the
“Will” neatly typed and drafted beyond ambiguity.
(e) It must be revised every three (3) years, because in that span
of the period, many changes might take place like assets may
increase/decrease, beneficiaries may increase or decrease.
(f) Whenever you want to change your “Will”, you can do so by
making a codicil, but it is better if you make a fresh “Will”.
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Don’t give the “Will” to the beneficiaries to read because their
attitude towards you may change. Let it be suspense for the
beneficiaries.
(g) It is advisable to make “will” for self and spouse separately.
(h) A “Will” may be registered with the Sub-Registrar of
Assurances office.
		 Although it is not necessary to register a “Will”, it adds
protection, validity and secrecy to the “Will”.
The tax Impact
●● Transfer of assets under a “Will” isn’t considered a transfer
and hence is a tax-neutral transaction
●● However when the beneficiaries sell the inherited assets, it will
attract tax based on his taxable income and the classification
of the assets as a business/capital asset.
●● Until such time the assets are transferred to the beneficiaries,
the income from such assets will be assessed in the hands of
the executor as representative taxpayer.
●● Through ““Will”” trust of new HUF can be created which are
separate taxable entities.
How does Financial Planning help?
●● The first benefit will be that you will set realistic financial and
personal goals
●● It helps you assess your current financial status by examining
your assets, liabilities, income, insurance, taxes, investments
and estate plan
●● You will develop a realistic, comprehensive plan to meet
your financial goals by addressing financial weaknesses and
building on financial strengths
●● You will realize the benefits only when you put your plan into
action and monitor its progress
●● You will stay on track and be sufficiently informed to meet
the changing goals, personal circumstances, stages of life,
products, markets, and laws
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The Financial Planning process consists of the following basic
six steps

1. Determine Current Financial Situation
In this first step of the financial planning process, you will determine
your current financial situation with regard to income, savings,
living expenses, and debts. Preparing a list of current asset and
debt balances and amounts spent for various items gives you a
foundation for financial planning activities. It is something similar to
preparing your current Balance Sheet. How much assets you have
and liabilities on you.
Your Balance Sheet could be as follows:
Assets
Residential House

Rs. 50, 00,000

Car

Rs. 10, 00,000

Securities

Rs. 2, 00,000

Mutual Funds

Rs. 5, 00,000

Bank Balance

Rs. 3, 00,000

Total assets thus of worth 70 lakhs.
Liabilities
Capital

Rs. 27, 00,000

Home Loan

Rs. 35, 00,000

Car Loan

Rs. 5, 00,000

Personal Loan

Rs. 3, 00,000

Total liabilities worth 70 lakhs.

2. Develop Financial Goals
We all have financial dreams. It could be buying the dream house,
car, going on an extensive holiday, retirement planning, and
children education and so on. This is a very vital and difficult task.
Most people don’t know what they want in life. It’s time to pen down
what you want. Also, like every goal, it’s important that it should be
measurable, realistic and having a definite time frame. You should
periodically analyze your financial values and goals.
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3. Identifying alternate courses of action
Considering the current financial situation and understanding
the financial goals to be achieved, it’s time to chalk out alternate
courses of action to achieve the goal. Now it’s essential to find a
balance between the present and the future. How much of present
lifestyle to be sacrificed for attaining future goals.

4. Evaluating the alternate courses of action
Risk profiling is very important at this stage. What is the ability and
willingness of the person to take risk? Also what are his personal
likes and dislikes?
●● You need to evaluate possible courses of action, taking into
consideration your life situation, personal values, and current
economic conditions.
●● Consequences of Choices. Every decision closes off
alternatives. For example, a decision to invest in stock may
mean you cannot take a vacation. A decision to go to school
full time may mean you cannot work full time. Opportunity cost
is what you give up by making a choice. This cost, commonly
referred to as the trade-off of a decision, cannot always be
measured in dollars.
●● Decision making will be an ongoing part of your personal and
financial situation. Thus, you will need to consider the lost
opportunities that will result from your decisions.

5. Creating and implementing a financial plan
●● In this step of the financial planning process, you develop
an action plan. This requires choosing ways to achieve your
goals. As you achieve your immediate or short-term goals, the
goals next in priority will come into focus.
●● To implement your financial action plan, you may need
assistance from others. For example, you may use the services
of an insurance agent to purchase property insurance or the
services of an investment broker to purchase stocks, bonds,
or mutual funds.
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6. Monitoring and revising the plan
●● Financial planning is a dynamic process that does not end when
you take a particular action. You need to regularly assess your
financial decisions. Changing personal, social, and economic
factors may require more frequent assessments.
●● When life events affect your financial needs, this financial
planning process will provide a vehicle for adapting to those
changes. Regularly reviewing this decision-making process
will help you make priority adjustments that will bring your
financial goals and activities in line with your current life
situation.
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Investing Money
Investing your Savings
There are three things that you need to consider before investing
your savings.

●● Percentage of Savings retained for Contingencies and other
Emergencies if any
●● Investments having a Short Term Tenure

●● Investment having a Long Term Tenure
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Retained Earnings
Good that you earn money and also decide to retain some of it
and what do you do after it? You Invest. Basically you make the
money work for you. Investments can be classified into safe and
risky ones. While safe investments earn lesser return, risky ones
get greater returns.
What do you want from Investing?
●● Huge Returns
●● Value appreciation
●● More money than before
●● Seldom all our expectations come true.
●● What should you remember while investing?
●● When you start investing, expect nothing for a year or so,
especially in stocks
●● In short, invest only what you can lose.
●● Analyse the cause of your loss
●● It is important to develop knowledge about investing and
the sector in which intend to invest is essential. Knowledge
matters.
●● This gives you an edge over other and helps you succeed in
an investment decision.
●● Always keep tab on the financial news and information and if
required even take a few courses on investments, it is likely to
give you a good insight into investing

Golden Rules On Investing
●● Start saving soon and investing early
●● Invest at Regular Intervals
●● Always aim at Long term investments
●● It is always important to diversify investments.
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Steps to consider before INVESTING your Savings
The after saving and pre investing phase should take care of the
following
●● A liquid fund for contingencies is set apart ( this amount
should not be considered for investment though this should
be either kept as a bank balance or deposit)
●● A liquid fund for immediate requirements is developed(
this amount should not be considered for investment as they
are meant for an expenditure quite immediate)
●● Basic Insurance, is required, it is always suggested to have
a term plan that comes with a lesser premium when compared
with a life insurance with sum assured for the same amount.
●● Usage of Credit to be kept minimum, as the credit not only
eats up your savings, it also creates more liability ( using
credit card factually means expending money out of your
future earnings, which is not worth practicing)
●● A fund for your Retirement is absolutely essential, a fixed
sum of money accumulated towards a retirement reserve is
crucial to ensure peaceful retirement for you and your spouse
(This is especially important when you have no retirement
corpus accumulated by your employer)
Considerations for Planning Your Investment Strategy
Investing as a job requires certain considerations to be planning
before venturing into one, the following considerations should be
considered before formally beginning your investment
●● Write down your Investment Goals
●● Time that you can allocate to pursue your investment goals
●● What is the level of your knowledge with regard to investments
and investing?
●● Funds available for investment purposes
●● To what extent can you take losses without affects other
considerations
●● Your today’s financial position
●● What is the level of your risk tolerance? ( low, medium, high)
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General Cautions while Investing
1. It is important to get details especially written documents
explaining more about the investment you consider
2. It is not only important to read such documents and understand
them, it is equally important to verify their authenticity
3. Before you decide to make an investment, know the cost
associated with it and subsequent benefits you are about to
receive.
4. Any investment should be assessed for its liquidity aspect
together with their safety
5. The above aspects will enable you to analyse whether the
investment under consideration is an appropriate for your
investment goals
6. Also check how this particular investment goes with the other
investments you have already made or about to make
7. If the investment requires you to deal through an intermediary,
ensure you operate through an authorized intermediary
8. Enquire and thoroughly research about the intermediary
9. Know what to do if something goes wrong with your investment,
know your options and avenues, proceed only if satisfied
10. Never invest money you need in the Short Term
Investment Objective
There are 3 basic investment objectives:
●● Safety,
●● Returns and
●● Liquidity
It means that one would like the investment to be absolutely safe,
while it generates handsome returns and also provides high liquidity.
It is rather very difficult to maximize all three objectives at the same
time. A trade-off is required. If one wants high returns, one may
have to take some risks; or if one wants high liquidity, one may have
to compromise on returns.
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Asset Class
There are investment opportunities that are high on risk and there
are investment opportunities that are low on risk. Each is called
an asset class. An investor needs to allocate his savings to one or
more asset classes depending upon his circumstances.
Categorising Investments and Criteria for Selection of
Investments
There are parameters one should look at based on their individual
status. The following can be considered a thumb rule for investing
Classifying Investments
●● Physical Asset Investments
Investments in the following are considered as Physical Asset
Investments
●● Real Estate Investments
●● Commodities Investments
●● Investment in Gold
●● Investment in Jewellery
●● Investment in Precious Stones
●● Financial Asset Investments
Investments in the following are considered as Financial Asset
Investments
●● Bank Deposits
●● Fixed Deposits
●● Post Office Investments
●● Insurance Policies
●● Public Provident Funds
●● Pension Fund Schemes
●● Mutual Funds
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●● Shares
●● Bonds
●● Debentures
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Knowledge on Investments
The Asset Allocation
EQUITY
●● Comprises of – Shares & Stocks
●● Variety – Blue Chip, Growth Stocks, Income Stocks, Cyclical
Stocks, Defensive Stocks, Speculative stocks
●● Advantage – Greater returns, diversification, liquidity,
information, tax benefits, appreciation, dividends, pledge, voting
●● Regulator – BSE, NSE,
●● Markets – Primary & Secondary, Online Trading
●● Investors – Retail Institutional Investors, Non Institutional
Investors, Qualified Institutional Buyers
Gold
Gold has traditionally been extremely popular with Indians. Almost
every household possesses gold in one form or the other and it
forms part of important events like marriage, religious ceremonies
etc. It is also an important asset class, used as a currency and a
commodity.
Major Characteristics
●● Gold (Chemical Symbol-Au) is primarily a monetary asset and
partly a commodity.
●● Gold is the world’s oldest international currency.
●● Gold is an important element of global monetary reserves.
●● With regards to investment value, more than two-thirds
of gold’s total accumulated holdings is with central banks’
reserves, private players, and held in the form of high-karat
jewellery.
Less than one-third of gold’s total accumulated holdings are
used as “commodity” for jewellery in the western markets and
industry.
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Global Scenario
●● London is the world’s biggest clearing house.
●● Mumbai is under India’s liberalised gold regime.
●● New York is the home of gold futures trading.
●● Zurich is a physical turntable.
●● Istanbul, Dubai, Singapore, and Hong Kong are doorways to
important consuming regions.
●● Tokyo, where TOCOM sets the mood of Japan.
Factors Influencing the Market
●● Above ground supply of gold from central bank’s sale,
reclaimed scrap, and official gold loans.
●● Hedging interest of producers/miners.
●● World macroeconomic factors such as the US Dollar and
interest rate, and economic events.
●● Commodity-specific events such as the construction of new
production facilities or processes, unexpected mine or plant
closures, or industry restructuring, all affect metal prices.
●● In India, gold demand is also determined to a large extent by
its price level and volatility.

Fixed Income
Fixed-income securities are investments where the cash flows
are according to a pre-determined amount of interest, paid on a
fixed schedule. The different types of fixed income securities
include government securities, corporate bonds, commercial
paper, treasury bills, strips etc. The investors benefit by investing
in fixed income securities as they preserve and increase their
invested capital or also ensure the receipt of dependable interest
income. The instruments traded can be classified into the following
segments based on the characteristics of the identity of the issuer
of these securities:
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Government
Securities

Central Government Zero Coupon Bonds
Coupon Bearing
Bonds, Treasury
BillsSTRIPS
State Governments Coupon Bearing
Bonds
Public Sector Bonds Government
Government
Agencies/Statutory Guaranteed Bonds,
Bodies
Debentures
Public Sector Units PSU Bonds
Debentures
Commercial Paper
Private Sector
Corporates
Debentures,
Bonds
Bonds, Commercial
Paper, Floating
Rate Bonds, Zero
Coupon Bonds,
Inter-Corporate
Deposits
Banks
Certificates
of Deposits,
Debentures, Bonds
Financial Institutions Certificates of
Deposits, Bonds

Money Market Instruments
Money market instruments are those instruments, which have
a maturity period of less than one year. The most active part of
the money market is the market for overnight call and term money
between banks and institutions and repo transactions. Call Money/
Repo are very short-term Money Market products. The below
mentioned instruments are normally termed as money market
instruments:
1. Certificate of Deposit (CD)
2. Commercial Paper (C.P)
3. Inter Bank Participation Certificates
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Primary market

Secondary market

Seller
ETF units

Cash

NSE Capital
Market Segment

Authorised
Participant
Redemption
in Kind

Creation in
kind

ETF units

Cash
Buyer

ETF units

Fund

4. Inter Bank term Money
5. Treasury Bills
6. Bill Rediscounting
7. Call/Notice/Term Money
Post Office Schemes
●● Post Office Savings Account
●● Post Office Recurring Deposit Account
●● Post Office Monthly Income Accounts
●● National Savings Certificate (VIII Issue)
●● Kisan Vikas Patra
●● Senior Citizen Saving Scheme (SCSS)
●● Public Provident Fund Scheme
●● Deposit Scheme for Retiring Government Employees
●● Deposit Scheme for Retiring Employees of Public Sector
Companies
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Commodities
Commodities allow a portfolio to improve overall return at the same
level of risk. Unlike stocks and bonds, commodities are real assets,
comprising inherent intrinsic value based on their actual commercial
or industrial application. Commodities price fluctuations do not have
positive correlation with stock market and therefore, these are best
tools to diversify portfolio. Moreover, investing in commodities that
rise with inflation provides a natural hedge against inflation.
Therefore, commodities not only help in portfolio diversification, they
also provide hedge against inflation. Hence, off late, investing in
commodities has become an essential part of portfolio management.

Commodity Derivative Market
It can be described as a derivative instrument whose value is
derived from the underlying commodity. The commodity derivatives
market is a direct way to invest in commodities rather than investing
in the companies that trade in those commodities. For example, an
investor can invest directly in a steel
The government of India has issued notifications on April 1, 2003
permitting futures trading in commodities. Trading in commodity
options, however, is still prohibited. The lifting of the 30-year ban on
commodity futures trading in India has opened yet another avenue
for investors.
Commodity Futures can be Traded in the following places
●● National Commodity and Derivative Exchange (NCDEX)
●● Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd (MCX)
●● National Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd (NMCE)
●● ACE Derivatives and Commodity Exchange (ACE)
●● Indian Commodity Exchange Limited (ICEX)
Major categories of commodities one can trade
●● Vegetable Oil Seeds, Oils and Meals
●● Pulses
●● Spices
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●● Metals
●● Energy products
●● Vegetables
●● Fibres and Manufactures- Cotton
●● Other – Gaurseed, Guar, Gum and Sugar
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Currency
Currency trading also is also known as foreign exchange, or forex,
and it is the process of buying or selling international currencies for
commerce or as an investment. By trading currencies, an investor
is provided with a way to invest in a currency’s future. However,
currency is not traded in a financial market per se, because there
is no exchange. Rather, it is totally electronic, run by a number of
international banks, and it is available to investors or buyer 24 hours
a day, from Sundays through Fridays.

Currency Futures
In order to provide a liquid, transparent and vibrant market for foreign
exchange rate risk management, Securities & Exchange Board of
India (SEBI) and Reserve Bank of India (RBI) have allowed trading
in currency futures on stock exchanges for the first time in India,
initially based on the USDINR exchange rate and subsequently on
three other currency pairs – EURINR, GBPINR and JPYINR.
Trading in currency futures is allowed on three exchanges:
●● Multi Commodity Exchange – Stock Exchange (MCX-SX)
●● National Stock Exchange (NSE)
●● United Stock Exchange (USE)
Trading in currency futures would give Indian businesses another
tool for hedging their foreign exchange risk effectively and efficiently
at transparent rates on an electronic trading platform. The primary
purpose of exchange-traded currency derivatives is to provide a
mechanism for price risk management and consequently provide
price curve of expected future prices to enable the industry to
protect its foreign currency exposure. The need for such instruments
increases with increase of foreign exchange volatility. These
contracts also offer a better flexibility than the over-the-counter
(OTC) market in terms of transparency in rates that is ensured by
an electronic trading platform.

Currency Options
Currency Options are contracts that grant the buyer of the option
the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell underlying currency at
a specified exchange rate during a specified period of time. For this
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right, the buyer pays premium to the seller of the option
●● Currency Options are
●● during a specified period of time
●● contract
●● that grant the buyer
●● of the option the right and
●● not the obligation to,
●● to buy or sell underlying currency
●● at a specified exchange rate
●● USD-INR Option
●● Underlying is US Dollar – Indian Rupee (US$-INR) spot
rate
●● USD-INR option contracts are Premium styled European
Call and Put Options.
●● The premium is quoted in rupee terms. However, the
outstanding position is in USD terms
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Derivatives
Derivatives, such as futures or options, are financial contracts which
derive their value from a spot price, which is called the “underlying”.
For example, wheat farmers may wish to enter into a contract to
sell their harvest at a future date to eliminate the risk of a change in
prices by that date. Such a transaction would take place through a
forward or futures market. This market is the “derivatives market”,
and the prices of this market would be driven by the spot market
price of wheat which is the “underlying”. The term “contracts” is
often applied to denote the specific traded instrument, whether it
is a derivative contract in wheat, gold or equity shares. The world
over, derivatives are a key part of the financial system. The most
important contract types are futures and options, and the most
important underlying markets are equity, treasury bills, commodities,
foreign exchange, real estate etc.
●● Financial contracts which derive their value from a spot price
called the underlying
●● Derivative Instruments traded are Futures and Options
●● Derivative Exchange/Segment function as a Self-Regulatory
Organization and SEBI Acts as the oversight regulator
●● Futures contracts, Index Options, Stock options, Stock
Futures, Mini Derivative contract on Index, Long tenure Index
Option contracts, Volatility Index, Bond Index and Exchange
traded Currency Derivatives are permitted by SEBI

Exchange Traded Funds
ETF are different from mutual funds in the sense that ETF units
are not sold to the public for cash. Instead, financial institutions
purchase and redeem ETF shares directly from the ETF, but only in
large blocks, varying in size by ETF from 25,000 to 200,000 shares,
called “creation units”. Purchases and redemptions of the creation
units generally are in kind, with the institutional investor contributing
or receiving a basket of securities of the same type and proportion
held by the ETF, although some ETFs may require or permit a
purchasing or redeeming shareholder to substitute cash for some
or all of the securities in the basket of assets.
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Mutual Funds
Types of Mutual Fund Schemes
Wide variety of Mutual Fund Schemes exists to cater to the needs
such as financial position, risk tolerance and return expectations
etc. The table below gives an overview into the existing types of
schemes in the Industry.
By structure:
●● open-ended schemes
●● Close-ended schemes
●● Interval schemes
By Investment Objective:
●● Growth schemes
●● Diversified Equity schemes
●● Income schemes
●● Balanced schemes
●● Money market schemes
Other Schemes:
●● Gilt Fund schemes
●● Index schemes
●● Sector specific schemes
●● Tax savings schemes
●● Hybrid schemes
●● Fund of Fund schemes
●● Floating Rate schemes
Types of Mutual Funds include the following
●● Equity Linked Savings Scheme
●● Arbitrage Funds
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●● Dynamic Funds
●● Fixed Maturity Plans
●● International Mutual Funds
●● Monthly Income Plans
●● Multi Cap Funds
●● Quant Funds
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Real Estate
What is Real estate investment?
Real estate investment includes investment in
●● Agricultural land
●● Farm houses
●● Urban land and
●● House property
●● Commercial property
What are the guidelines used to evaluate real estate as an
investment option?
To evaluate real estate as an investment option, use the following
guidelines.
●● Check out the various loan options to raise the finances.
●● Ensure that there is scope for infrastructure development
around the property under consideration.
●● Another factor is the location and the proximity to schools,
hospitals, markets, public transportation, etc.
●● Check out the rental returns and capital appreciation potential
in the area where the property is located.
●● Actual property taxes to be paid.
●● Finally, ensure that you are able to maximize the tax benefits
to the limit.
What are the sources of Housing finance?
●● Own money
●● State Housing Boards
●● Loans from Employers
●● Loans from Co-operative Housing Societies
●● HDFC
●● Housing Schemes of Banks and financial institutions
●● LIC Housing Finance
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Alternative Investments
An alternative investment is an investment product other than the
traditional investments of stocks, bonds, cash, or property. The
term is a relatively loose one and includes tangible assets such
as art, wine, antiques, coins, or stamps and some financial assets
such as private equity and film production. Globally, alternative
investment avenues are quite in vogue among rich investors,
who are estimated to allocate 5-10% of their investment portfolio
into these products. Alternative investments are favoured mainly
because their returns have a low correlation with those of standard
asset classes.

1. Rare Coins and Paper Currency (Numismatics)
Numismatics is the study or collection of currency, including coins,
tokens, paper money, and related objects. With a bit of interest
and insight on the art of collecting coins and paper money one can
expect handsome returns comparable to traditional investments.
The idea of numismatic as an investment tool is still in its nascent
stage but is fast catching up in India.

2. Stamp Collection (Philately)
Investing in stamps can help you earn handsome returns in the long
term. The demand for Indian stamps has been rising from the past
two-three years. So, it might be the right time to park some funds
here before prices go beyond your reach.

3. Art
Investing in art is a good method for diversification. Since art prices
do not depend on other possible components of a portfolio, they act
as a cushion when other markets are not doing well. The aesthetic
pleasure of viewing a great piece of art is a great advantage.
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A few things an investor must look into:
●● Art buyers should gain as much knowledge as possible of the
artist’s work, the quality, provenance, condition and period in
which it was painted before investing.
●● Have a clear idea about the time horizon and gestation period
for a particular work to appreciate in value.
●● If an investor is looking for quick returns, he must buy works of
well-known artists. If you like a less famous artist’s work and
are prepared to wait, your returns might grow majorly over a
period of time.
●● Buy art only if you like the quality of work and not just the
artist. Art requires careful maintenance.

4. Antiquities
Antiquities are the story tellers of the history of the world. Their
importance lies in their dwindling numbers and their reflection of the
culture of bygone societies. A historical object of significance will
only get rarer with time, and as the rule goes, the rarer the object,
the more valuable it is.
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The antiquities market consists of small collectibles (like vessels,
lamps, prints and puppets, etc), wooden carvings and textiles,
stone sculptures, bronze works and miniature paintings in a more
or less ascending order. Most of the pieces acquired range from the
10th to 19th century.

5. Wine
At an annual traded value of $4 billion (year-on-year), wine is
emerging as a very good investment option. The London-based Livex Fine Wine 100 Index, the wine investment industry benchmark,
has been giving a compounded annual return of 13.7 percent
since 1988. As of November 2010, the Liv-ex gave a return of 38.7
percent year-on-year.
Wine purchased as an investment is typically obtained from a
reputable wine broker since wine houses do not generally sell
directly to the public. Indian wine advisory firms, such as Antique
Wine Company and Drayton Capital, offer services to hold and
preserve the wine on behalf of their clients.

6. Private Equity
Private equity has arrived as a major component of the alternative
investment universe and is now broadly accepted as an established
asset class within many institutional portfolios. Many investors
still with little or no existing allocation to private equity are now
considering establishing or significantly expanding their private
equity programs.
Venture Capital
Venture capital is investing in companies that have undeveloped or
developing products or revenue.
●● Seed stage Financing provided to research, assess and
develop an initial concept before a business has reached the
start-up phase.
●● Start-up stage Financing for product development and initial
marketing. Companies may be in the process of being set up
or may have been in business for a short time, but have not
sold their products commercially and are not yet generating
a profit.
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●● Expansion stage Financing for growth and expansion of a
company which is breaking even or trading profitably. Capital
may be used to finance increased production capacity, market
or product development, and/or to provide additional working
capital. This stage includes bridge financing and rescue or
turnaround investments.
Replacement Capital
Purchase of shares from another investor or to reduce gearing via
the refinancing of debt.
Buyout
A buyout fund typically targets the acquisition of a significant
portion or majority control of businesses which normally entails a
change of ownership. Buyout funds usually invest in more mature
companies with established business plans to finance expansions,
consolidations, turnarounds and sales, or spinouts of divisions or
subsidiaries. Financing expansion through multiple acquisitions is
often referred to as a “buy and build” strategy. Investment styles can
vary widely, ranging from growth to value and early to late stage.
Furthermore, buyout funds may take either an active or a passive
management role.
Special Situation
Special situation investing ranges more broadly, including distressed
debt, equity-linked debt, project finance, one-time opportunities
resulting from changing industry trends or government regulations,
and leasing. This category includes investment in subordinated
debt, sometimes referred to as mezzanine debt financing, where
the debt-holder seeks equity appreciation via such conversion
features as rights, warrants or options.
Go for this option only if you have a large sum — say a crore of
rupees — which you can invest and wait at least eight years before
you see any money back.
Through a PE fund, you can invest in upcoming companies in new
sectors. Taking a relatively early position in them can fetch very
good returns. Very often such companies are in the pre-IPO stage,
and need both financial and managerial support, which is provided
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by the PE fund, and can give higher return than other asset classes.
One can also choose funds that are specialists and invest in sectors
where public stock markets don’t offer many options.
About 10 percent of the total portfolio in PE would be ideal for
diversification purpose.
The SEBI (Alternative Investment Fund) Regulations 2012 – An
Overview
a. All AIFs whether operating as Private Equity Funds, Real
Estate Funds, Hedge Funds, etc. must register with SEBI
under the AIF Regulations.
b. SEBI (Venture Capital Funds) Regulations, 1996 (“VCF
Regulations”) have been repealed. However, existing VCFs
shall continue to be regulated by the VCF Regulations till
the existing fund or scheme managed by the fund is wound
up. Existing VCFs, however, shall not increase the targeted
corpus of the fund or scheme as it stands on the day of  
Notification of these Regulations. Such VCFs may also seek
re-registration under AIF regulations subject to approval of
66.67% of their investors by value.
c. Existing funds not registered under the VCF Regulations will
not be allowed to float any new scheme without registration
under AIF Regulations. However, schemes floated by such
funds before coming into force of AIF Regulations, shall
be allowed to continue to be governed till maturity by the
contractual terms, except that no rollover/ extension or raising
of any fresh funds shall be allowed.
d. Existing funds not registered under the VCF Regulations
which seek registration but are not able to comply with all
provisions of AIF Regulations may seek exemption from the
Board from strict compliance with the AIF Regulations.
e. The first amendment to the SEBI (AIF) Regulations, 2012 was
issued via a SEBI notification dated 16th September 2013.
The following amendments have been carried out
i. Notified the framework for setting up Angel Funds.
ii. Have cut lead time for fund managers for seeking commitments.
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iii. Linked the investment allocation for different categories of
AIFs to their ‘investible funds’ (previously the linkage was to
the ‘corpus’ of the fund).
iv. Permits a lower threshold of Rs. 2.5 million in case a Social
Venture Fund accepts grants as against the prescribed
minimum ticket size of Rs. 10 million for capital commitments.
Categories of funds
The Regulation seeks to cover all types of funds broadly under 3
categories. An application can be made to SEBI for registration as
an AIF under one of the following 3 categories:i. Category I AIF – those AIFs with positive spillover effects
on the economy, for which certain incentives or concessions
might be considered by SEBI or Government of India or other
regulators in India; and which shall include Venture Capital
Funds, SME Funds, Social Venture Funds, Infrastructure
Funds and such other Alternative Investment Funds as may
be specified. These funds shall be close ended, shall not
engage in leverage and shall follow investment restrictions as
prescribed for each category. Investment restrictions for VCFs
are similar to restrictions in the existing VCF Regulations.
ii. Category II AIF – those AIFs for which no specific incentives
or concessions are given by the government or any other
Regulator; which shall not undertake leverage other than to
meet day-to-day operational requirements as permitted in
these Regulations; and which shall include Private Equity
Funds, Debt Funds, Fund of Funds and such other funds that
are not classified as category I or III. These funds shall be
close ended, shall not engage in leverage and have no other
investment restrictions.
iii. Category III AIF – those AIFs including hedge funds which
trade with a view to make short term returns; which employs
diverse or complex trading strategies and may employ leverage
including through investment in listed or unlisted derivatives.
These funds can be open ended or close ended. Category
III funds shall be regulated through issuance of directions
regarding areas such as operational standards, conduct of
business rules, prudential requirements, and restrictions on
redemption, conflict of interest as may be specified by the
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Board.
Other salient features
a. The Alternative Investment Fund shall not accept from an
investor an investment of value less than rupees one crore.
Further, the AIF shall have a minimum corpus of Rs. 20 crore.
b. The fund or any scheme of the fund shall not have more than
1000 investors.
c. The manager or sponsor for a Category I and II AIF shall
have a continuing interest in the AIF of not less than 2.5% of
the initial corpus or Rs.5 crore whichever is lower and such
interest shall not be through the waiver of management fees.
d. For Category III Alternative Investment Fund, the continuing
interest shall be not less than 5% of the corpus or rupees ten
crore, whichever is lower.
e. Category I and II AIFs shall be close-ended and shall have a
minimum tenure of 3 years. However, Category III AIF may
either be close-ended or open-ended.
f. Schemes may be launched under an AIF subject to filing of
information memorandum with the Board along with applicable
fees.
g. Units of AIF may be listed on stock exchange subject to a
minimum tradable lot of rupees one crore. However, AIF shall
not raise funds through Stock Exchange mechanism.
h. Category I and II AIFs shall not be permitted to invest more
than 25% of the investible funds in one Investee Company.
Category III AIFs shall invest not more than 10% of the corpus
in one Investee Company.
i. AIF shall not invest in associates except with the approval of
75% of investors by value of their investment in the Alternative
Investment Fund.
j. All AIFs shall have QIB status as per SEBI (Issue of Capital
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2009.
k. The Regulations provide for transparency and disclosures
and mechanism for avoidance of conflict of interest.
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Difference in Governmental Regulation between Venture
Capital and Private Equity
There are no legal or regulatory differences between ‘private
equity funds’ and ‘venture capital funds’, and the SEBI (Alternative
Investment Fund) Regulations, 2012 (SEBI (Venture Capital
Funds) Regulations 1996 standsrepealed) and FVCI Regulations
seek to regulate all PE or VC funds irrespective of such difference
in their nomenclature. Consequently, trusts, companies and LLPs
desirous of establishing a private equity fund are required to register
themselves with the SEBI as ‘venture capital funds’ to undertake
private equity and venture capital activities, irrespective of whether
the investment is a significant investment or not.
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Non Resident Indian (Nris)
India offers a tremendous opportunity for investment and wealth
building for Non Resident Indians (NRI) as India is slated to grow
at the rate of 8%-10% for the next few decades. The Government
has provided a wide range of incentives and concessions to NonResident-Indians, some of which are being listed here.

Facilities available to NRIs/OCBs
NRIs/OCBs are granted the following facilities:
1. Maintenance of bank accounts in India.
2. Investments in securities/shares of, and deposits with, Indian
firms/companies.
3. Investments in immovable properties in India.
Table on Current Interest Rates on the following Investments

Scheme

Post Office
Savings
Account

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.
4.0% per annum
on individual/ joint
accounts.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained
Minimum INR 20/for opening.

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

Account can be
opened by cash only.
·    Minimum balance
to be maintained in
a non-cheque facility
account is INR 50/-.
·      Cheque facility
available if an account
is opened with INR
500/- and for this
purpose minimum
balance of INR 500/-in
an account is to be
maintained.
·      Cheque facility
can be taken in an
existing account also.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      Interest earned
is Tax Free up to INR
3500/- per year in
single and INR 7000/in Joint account up
to 2011-12 and up to
INR 10,000/- per year
either in single or joint
account for 2012-13.
·       Nomination
facility is available at
the time of opening
and also after opening
of account.
·      Account can be
transferred from one
post office to another.
·      One account can
be opened in one post
office
·      Account can be
opened in the name
of minor and a minor
of 10 years and above
age can open and
operate the account.
      Joint account can
be opened by two or
three adults.
·      At least one
transaction of deposit
or withdrawal in three
financial years is
necessary to keep the
account active.
·      Single account
can be converted into
Joint and Vice Versa.
Minor after attaining
majority has to apply
for conversion of the
account in his name.
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Scheme

5-Year
Post Office
Recurring
Deposit
Account

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.
From 1.4.2013,
interest rates are as
follows:8.3% per annum
(quarterly
compounded)

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained
Minimum INR 10/per month or any
amount in multiples
of INR 5/-. No
maximum limit.

On maturity INR
10/- account fetches
INR 744.53. Can
be continued for
another 5 years on
year to year basis.

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      Account can
be opened by cash/
cheque and in case
of cheque the date of
deposit shall be date
of presentation of
cheque.
·       Nomination
facility is available at
the time of opening
and also after opening
of account.
·      Account can be
transferred from one
post office to another.

.

·      Any number of
accounts can be
opened in any post
office.
·      Account can be
opened in the name
of minor and a minor
of 10 years and above
age can open and
operate the account.
·       Joint account
can be opened by two
adults.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      Subsequent
deposit can be made
up to 15thday of next
month if account is
opened up to 15th of
a calendar month and
up to last working
day of next month if
account is opened
between 16th day and
last working day of a
calendar month
·      If subsequent
deposit is not made
up to the prescribed
day, a default fee
is charged for each
default. After 4 regular
defaults, the account
becomes discontinued
and can be revived in
two months but if the
same is not revived
within this period, no
further deposit can be
made.
·      There is rebate on
advance deposit of at
least 6 installments.
·      Single account
can be converted into
Joint and Vice Versa.
·      Minor after
attaining majority has
to apply for conversion
of the account in his
name.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·       One withdrawal
upto 50% of the
balance allowed after
one year.
Full maturity value
allowed on R.D.
Accounts restricted
to that of INR. 50/denomination in case
of death of depositor
subject to fulfillment of
certain conditions.
Post Office
Time Deposit
Account

Interest payable
annually but
calculated quarterly.
From 1.4.2013,
interest rates are as
follows:-

Minimum INR
200/- and in
multiple thereof. No
maximum limit.

·      Account may be
opened by individual.
·      Account can be
transferred from one
post office to another.
·      Any number of
accounts can be
opened in any post
office.

Period      Rate
1yr.A/c      8.20%
2yr.A/c      8.20%

·      Account can be
opened in the name
of minor and a minor
of 10 years and above
age can open and
operate the account.

3yr.A/c      8.30%
5yr.A/c      8.40%  

·       Joint account
can be opened by two
adults.
·      Single account
can be converted into
Joint and Vice Versa.
·      Minor after
attaining majority has
to apply for conversion
of the account in his
name.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      2,3 & 5 year
account can be
closed after 1 year at
discount. Account can
also be closed after
six months but before
one year with interest
@post office savings
account.
The investment under
5 Years TD qualifies
for the benefit of
Section 80C of the
Income Tax Act, 1961
from 1.4.2007.
Post Office
Monthly
Income
Account
Scheme

From 1.4.2013,
interest rates are as
follows:8.40% per annum
payable monthly.

In multiples of INR
1500/-.

·      Account may be
opened by individual.

Maximum
investment limit is
INR 4.5 lakhs in
single account and
INR 9 lakhs in joint
account.

·      Account can
be opened by cash/
cheque and in case
of cheque the date of
realization of cheque
in Govt. account shall
be date of opening of
account.

An individual can
invest maximum
INR 4.5 lakh in MIS
(including his share
in joint accounts)
For calculation
of share of an
individual in joint
account, each joint
holder have equal
share in each joint
account.
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·      Nomination facility
is available at the
time of opening and
also after opening of
account.
·      Account can be
transferred from one
post office to another.

Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      Any number of
accounts can be
opened in any post
office subject to
maximum investment
limit by adding balance
in all accounts.
·      Account can be
opened in the name
of minor and a minor
of 10 years and above
age can open and
operate the account.
·       Joint account can
be opened by two or
three adults.
·      All joint account
holders have equal
share in each joint
account.
·      Single account
can be converted into
Joint and Vice Versa.
·      Minor after
attaining majority has
to apply for conversion
of the account in his
name.
·      Maturity period
is 5 years from
1.12.2011.
·       Interest can be
drawn through auto
credit into savings
account standing
at same post office,
through PDCs or ECS.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      Can be
prematurely encashed
after one year but
before 3 years at the
discount of 2% of the
deposit and after 3
years at the discount
of 1% of the deposit.
(Discount means
deduction from the
deposit.)
A bonus of 5% on
principal amount is
admissible on maturity
in respect of MIS
accounts opened on
or after 8.12.07 and
up to 30.11.2011. No
bonus is payable on
the deposits made on
or after 1.12.2011.
Senior
Citizen
Savings
Scheme

From 1.4.2013,
interest rates are as
follows:9.20% per annum,
payable from the
date of deposit of
31st March/30th
Sept/31st December
in the first instance
& thereafter, interest
shall be payable on
31st March, 30th
June, 30th Sept and
31st December.

·      Maturity
period is 5
years.
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There shall be only
one deposit in the
account in multiple
of INR.1000/maximum not
exceeding INR 15
lakh.

·      An individual of
the Age of 60 years
or more may open the
account.

Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      An individual of
the age of 55 years or
more but less than 60
years who has retired
on superannuation or
under VRS can also
open account subject
to the condition that
the account is opened
within one month of
receipt of retirement
benefits and amount
should not exceed the
amount of retirement
benefits.
·      A depositor may
operate more than one
account in individual
capacity or jointly with
spouse (husband/
wife).
·      Account can be
opened by cash for
the amount below INR
1 lakh and for INR 1
Lakh and above by
cheque only.
·       In case of
cheque, the date of
realization of cheque
in Govt. account shall
be date of opening of
account.
·      Nomination facility
is available at the
time of opening and
also after opening of
account.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      Account can be
transferred from one
post office to another
·      Any number of
accounts can be
opened in any post
office subject to
maximum investment
limit by adding balance
in all accounts.
·      Joint account
can be opened with
spouse only and first
depositor in Joint
account is the investor.
·      Interest can be
drawn through auto
credit into savings
account standing
at same post office,
through PDCs or
Money Order.
·       Premature
closure is allowed after
one year on deduction
of 1.5% interest &after
2 years 1% interest
(Discount means
deduction from the
deposit.).
·      After maturity,
the account can be
extended for further
three years within one
year of the maturity by
giving application in
prescribed format. In
such cases, account
can be closed at any
time after expiry of
one year of extension
without any deduction.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      TDS is deducted
at source on interest
if the interest amount
is more than INR
10,000/- p.a.
Investment under this
scheme qualifies for
the benefit of Section
80C of the Income
Tax Act, 1961 from
1.4.2007.
15 year
Public
Provident
Fund
Account

From 1.4.2013,
interest rates are as
follows:8.70% per annum
(compounded
yearly).

Minimum INR.
500/- Maximum
INR. 1,00,000/- in a
financial year.
Deposits can be
made in lump-sum or
in 12 installments.

·      An individual can
open account with INR
5/- but has to deposit
minimum of INR 500/in a financial year
and maximum INR
1,00,000/·      Joint account
cannot be opened.
·      Account can
be opened by cash/
cheque and In case
of cheque, the date of
realization of cheque
in Govt. account shall
be date of opening of
account.
·       Nomination
facility is available at
the time of opening
and also after opening
of account. Account
can be transferred
from one post office to
another.
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Scheme

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·       The subscriber
can open another
account in the name of
minors but subject to
maximum investment
limit by adding balance
in all accounts.
·      Maturity period is
15 years but the same
can be extended within
one year of maturity
for further 5 years and
so on.
·       Maturity value
can be retained
without extension
and without further
deposits also.
·      Premature closure
is not allowed before
15 years.
·      Deposits qualify
for deduction from
income under Sec.
80C of IT Act.
·      Interest is
completely tax-free.
·      Withdrawal is
permissible every
year from 7th financial
year from the year of
opening account..
·       Loan facility
available from 3rd
financial year.
No attachment under
court decree order.
Kisan Vikas
Patra

Discontinued from 01.12.2011
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Scheme

National
Savings
Certificates
(NSC)

5 Years
National
Savings
Certificate
(VIII Issue)

10 Years
National
Savings
Certificate (IX
Issue)

Interest payable,
Rates, Periodicity
etc.
From 1.4.2013,
interest rates are as
follows:8.5% compounded
six monthly but
payable at maturity.
INR. 100/- grows to
INR 151.62 after 5
years.

Minimum Amount
for opening of
account and
maximum balance
that can be
retained
Minimum INR.
100/- No maximum
limit available in
denominations of
INR. 100/-, 500/-,
1000/-, 5000/- &
INR. 10,000/-.

8.80% compounded
six monthly but
payable at maturity.
INR 100/- grows to
INR 236.60 after 10
years.

Salient features
including Tax Rebate

·      A single holder
type certificate can
be purchased by, an
adult for himself or on
behalf of a minor or by
a minor.
·      Deposits qualify
for tax rebate under
Sec. 80C of IT Act.
·      The interest
accruing annually
but deemed to be
reinvested under
Section 80C of IT Act.
Source: http://www.
indiapost.gov.in
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Investor Grievance Redressal
Taking Care while Investing
While making an investment the following precautions should be
taken
1. Obtain written documents explaining the investment
2. Read and understand such documents
3. Verify the legitimacy of the investment
4. Find out the cost and benefit associated with such investment
5. Assess risk-return profile of the investment
6 .Know the liquidity and safety aspects of the investments
7. Ascertain if it is appropriate for your specific goals
8. Compare these details with other investment opportunities
available
9. Examine if it fits with other investments you are considering or
you have already made
10.Deal only through an SEBI Registered intermediary, where
required
11. Seek all clarifications about the intermediary and the
investment
12. Explore all the option available to you should some option go
wrong, after analysis make the investment
Investor Grievances & Arbitration (Stock Exchanges) - Source:
Bse
S.No
1

Column 1

Column 2

Regional Arbitration Centres

States and Union Territories
covered by the Regional
Arbitration Centres
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S.No
2

Column 1

Column 2

BSE Ltd.

Delhi, Haryana, Uttar
Pradesh, Uttaranchal,
Himachal Pradesh,
Punjab, Jammu & Kashmir,
Chandigarh, Rajasthan

Regional Office – North,
7th Floor, Mercantile House
3K G Marg
New Delhi - 110 001.
Telephone Number:011-4151048
Telefax No.:011-41510480
E-mail Id: iscdelhi@bseindia.com ; ritesh.
kumar@bseindia.com
Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal,
Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Jammu & Kashmir,
Chandigarh, Rajasthan
3

BSE Ltd.

West Bengal, Bihar,
Jharkhand, Orissa, Assam,
Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram,
Manipur, Sikkim, Meghalaya,
Nagaland, Tripura,
Chhattisgarh

Regional Office – East,
1st Floor, Kishor Bhaban
17, R. N. Mukherji Road
Kolkata –700 001
Telephone Number:033-22133184,
Telefax No.:033-22130530
4

BSE Ltd.

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
Kerala, Tamilnadu, Andaman
& Nicobar, Lakshadweep,
Pondicherry.

Regional Office – South,
4th floor, Exchange Building
No. 11, Second Line Beach
Chennai – 600 001
Telephone Number:044-42163999
Telefax No.:044-42164999
E-mail Id: iscchennai@bseindia.com;
s.periyasamy@bseindia.com
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S.No
5

Column 1

Column 2

BSE Ltd.

Pradesh

Regional Office – West,
Department of Investor Services,
P J Towers, 1st floor, Dalal Street,
Fort, Mumbai – 400001.
Telephone Number: 022-22721233/34
Fax No.: 022-22723677
E-mail Id: crasto@bseindia.com

Investor Grievances & Arbitration (Stock Exchanges) - Source:
Nse
1. You should address the complaint to the Mumbai Office or the
Regional Offices of NSE based on the dealing office where
the deals were executed as given below:
S.No

State in which Dealing office of
the trading member is located

Complaint to be addressed to

1

Maharashtra, Gujarat, Goa,
Daman, Diu, Dadra & Nagar
Haveli, Madhya Pradesh

MUMBAI:
National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.
‘Exchange Plaza’, C-1, Block G,
Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East),
Mumbai – 400 051
Tel. No: (022) 2659 8190
Fax No : (022) 2659 8191

2

Delhi , Haryana, Uttar Pradesh,
Uttaranchal, Himachal Pradesh,
Punjab, Jammu & Kashmir,
Chandigarh , Rajasthan

DELHI :
National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.
4th Floor, Jeevan Vihar Building ,
Parliament Street,
New Delhi-110 001
Tel No : (011) 2334 4313
Fax No: (011) 2336 6658
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S.No

State in which Dealing office of
the trading member is located

Complaint to be addressed to

3

West Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand,
Orissa, Assam, Arunachal
Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur,
Sikkim, Meghalaya, Nagaland,
Tripura, Chhattisgarh

KOLKATA:
National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.
1st Floor, Park View Apartments,
99, Rash Behari Avenue ,
Kolkata – 700 029.
Tel No : (033) 24631802 1805
24631809 1812
Fax No : (033) 24631791 / 1806

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
Kerala, Tamilnadu, Andaman
& Nicobar, Lakshadweep,
Pondicherry

CHENNAI:
National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.
2nd floor, Ispahani Centre,
Door No 123-124,
Nungambakkam High Road,
Chennai - 600 034
Tel No : (044) 2833 2500
Fax No.: (044) 2833 2510 / 2521

NSE also provides a facility for registering complaints on-line. For
more information, visit the website of NSE: www.nseindia.com
under the link ‘INVESTORS’
Is there any specified form for lodging the complaint?
Investors are requested to use the following forms:
●● Investor Complaint Form – TM for lodging complaints against
trading members/registered sub-brokers and
●● Investor Complaint Form - CO for complaints in respect of
companies traded on NSE.
These forms are available on the website of NSE: www.nseindia.
com under the link ‘INVESTORS’
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Investor Protection Fund
What is the Investor Protection Fund (IPF) and when is it
used?
The IPF is maintained by NSE to make good investor claims,
which may arise out of non-settlement of obligations by the trading
member, who has been declared defaulter / expelled, in respect
of trades executed on the Exchange. The IPF is utilised to settle
claims of such investors where the trading member through whom
the investor has dealt has been declared a defaulter or expelled by
the Exchange. Payments out of the IPF may include claims arising
on account of non-payment of funds, credit balance by the defaulter
/expelled member or non-receipt of securities purchased by the
investor through the trading member or non-receipt of securities or
fund provided as margin by the investor to the trading member, who
has been declared a defaulter/expelled member.
The maximum amount of claim payable from the IPF to the investor
(where the TM through whom the investor has dealt is declared a
defaulter) is Rs.11 lakhs.
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Arbitration
What is “Arbitration”?
Arbitration is a quasi-judicial process of settlement of disputes
between Trading Member, investor, clearing member, sub-brokers
etc. Arbitration aims at quicker legal resolution for the disputes.
When one of the parties feels that the complaint has not been
resolved satisfactorily either by the other party or through the
complaint resolution process of the Exchange, the parties may
choose the route of arbitration.
Who can apply for arbitration?
One of the parties to the dispute who wants legal remedy for
resolving dispute could apply for arbitration. In other words investor,
sub-broker, trading member or clearing member can apply for
arbitration.
What are the different forms / documents required to be
submitted while applying for arbitration?
Lists of documents that are required to be submitted are provided
below.
S.No

Forms / Document

Purpose

Mandatory
1

1. Form no. I

Application for arbitration

2

2. Form no. II

For providing Arbitrator preference in descending
order

3

3. Statement of Case

Brief description of the case date wise, the basis
of arriving at the claim amount and relief sought
through arbitration.

4

4. Cheque /Pay Order/
Demand Draft

Towards cost of arbitration.

Additional Documents *
5

5. Statement of Accounts

Incase of dispute for funds / securities

6

6. Copies of the relevant
Contract Notes & Bills

Relevant to the matter or as per the direction
given by the arbitrator

* In case investor does not have additional documents at the time
of making application, same may be submitted during the course of
arbitration.
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How do I obtain arbitration application forms, if I wish to apply
for Arbitration?
Arbitration application forms are available on Exchange website
at http://www.nseindia.com/content/assist/asst_arb_forms.zipand
applicant may download the same and use the form for making
application. Alternatively, investors may request for forms by
sending an email to ignse@nse.co.in along with the complete postal
address, so that the forms can be mailed to them.
Where can investor file arbitration against the trading member?
The application for arbitration has to be filed at the Regional
Arbitration Centre (RAC) viz. Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata or Chennai
covering the state in which the Constituent ordinarily resides.
S.No

Seats of Arbitration –
Regional Arbitration
Centres (RACs)

States covered by the RAC

1

DELHI

Delhi , Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal,
Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Jammu &
Kashmir, Chandigarh , Rajasthan

2

KOLKATA

West Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand, Orissa,
Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram,
Manipur, Sikkim, Meghalaya, Nagaland,
Tripura, Chhattisgarh

3

CHENNAI

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala,
Tamilnadu, Andaman & Nicobar,
Lakshadweep, Pondicherry

4

MUMBAI

Maharashtra, Gujarat, Goa, Daman, Diu,
Dadra & Nagar Haveli, Madhya Pradesh

How is arbitrator appointed? For a case, how is the number of
Arbitrator determined?
If the value of claim made by applicant or counter claim made by
the other party is less than or equal to Rs. 25 lakh, sole Arbitrator
is appointed.
If the value is more than Rs. 25 Lakh, panel of three Arbitrators is
constituted.
Who can represent the arbitration matter on behalf of the
investor?
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Investor may attend the arbitration proceedings and defend the
matter on his own or authorize a representative to defend the
matter. He also has the opportunity to use services of an advocate
to represent the matter.
What is a hearing? Are hearing required in all matters?
Hearing is a process, wherein the investor and trading member
appear before the Arbitrator at the Exchange premises to present
their case.
In case the claim amount is less than Rs. 25,000 the Arbitrator may
hold hearing to pass the award else he may pass the award based
on the documents submitted by both the parties.
If the claim amount is more than Rs. 25,000 Arbitrator holds hearing
at the Exchange premises.
What is the time required for completion of arbitration
proceedings?
The arbitrator is required to complete arbitration proceedings within
three months from the date of initial (first) hearing and pass the
award. However, the period can be extended by three more months
to complete the arbitration proceedings and pass the award.
What is an “Award”?
Award is a judgment passed by the arbitrator which gives decision
on dispute, clearly stating the action that the parties have to take.
How is award implemented?
Award may be passed in favour of investor or trading member.
When award is passed in favour of investor, the Exchange ensures
implementation of the award.
The trading member may settle the award and confirm the same
to the Exchange. Incase, trading member fails to settle the award,
the award amount is kept aside. On expiry of three months from
the date of receipt of award, the award amount is released to the
investor if trading member has not challenged the award in court.
If the trading member challenges the award in court, the award
amount kept aside is dealt as per the court order.
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What if there are errors in the award? Can it be rectified?
The investor is required to make an application under section
33 of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 within thirty days
from the receipt of the arbitral award with the Exchange for getting
errors rectified. The Exchange forwards a copy of application to the
arbitrator for carrying out the correction.
What if investor wants to seek interpretation on a specific point
or part of the award?
The investor is required to make an application under section 33
of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 within thirty days from
the receipt of the arbitral award with the Exchange for seeking
interpretation. The Exchange forwards a copy of application to the
arbitrator for giving interpretation on the specific point or part of the
award.
What if investor wants an additional award on the claims
presented before the Arbitrator but omitted in the award?
The investor is required to make an application under section 33
of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 within thirty days from
the receipt of the arbitral award with the Exchange for making an
additional award for the claims presented in arbitral proceeding
but omitted from the award. The Exchange forwards a copy of
application to the arbitrator for giving an additional award.
What if either of the parties is not satisfied with the Award
passed by the arbitrator?
If either of the parties is not satisfied with the Award, the aggrieved
party may approach the appropriate court with an application for
setting aside the award under section 34 of the Arbitration and
Conciliation Act, 1996 within a period of three months from the date
of receipt of the Award.
What are the deposits collected towards cost of arbitration? Is
it one time, or additional amount is required to be paid towards
cost of arbitration?
The parties are required to deposit the cost of arbitration depending
on the claim as under:
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S. No.

Amount of Claim / Counter Claim
(higher amount to be considered)

Amount of deposit

1

Upto Rs. 10 lakhs

Rs.10,000/- (deposit is taken only from
the trading member and not from the
investor)

2

More than Rs.10 Lakhs but less than
or equal to Rs.25 Lakhs.

Rs.12,000/-

3

Above Rs.25 Lakhs

Rs.18,000/-

Additional deposit may be called towards cost of arbitration from
the parties depending on the number of hearings held in the matter.
In case the investor files arbitration against issuer (listed companies),
he is required to deposit the cost of arbitration even if the claim
amount is less than Rs. 10 Lakh.
What will be the status of the complaint filed with Investor
Services Cell (ISC), if arbitration is initiated against the trading
member?
Once arbitration proceedings are initiated against the trading
member, the complaint filed with the Investor Services Cell (ISC) is
treated as closed.
What if arbitration application is not filed within six months
from the date of claim, difference or dispute?
If the arbitration application is not filed within six months from
the date of claim, difference or dispute, the matter may suffer on
limitation. However, the issue regarding limitation is decided by the
arbitrator in the award after considering the submissions made by
the parties to arbitration.
Who bears the cost of arbitration? Is there any different
approach for a retail investor?
The Arbitrator decides in the award as to which party should bear
the cost of arbitration.
In respect of arbitration matters, where the claim amount is less
than Rs. 10 lakhs, the investor is not required to pay the cost of
arbitration, the Exchange bears the cost of arbitration on behalf of
investor (Investor may be applicant or respondent).
Which Are The Regulators/Authorities yo Approach For Other
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Types of Complaints?
The Regulators/authorities whom the investor has to approach for
redressal of other types of grievances are given below:
S.No

Grievances pertaining to

Regulators/Authorities

1

Banks deposits and

Reserve Bank of India

banking

(RBI)

Fixed Deposits with Non

http://www.rbi.org.in

BankingFinancial
Companies (NBFCs) and
other matters pertaining to
2

3

NBFCs
Insurance Companies/

Insurance Regulatory and

Brokers/Agents/

Development Authority of

products and Service

India (IRDA)

Manufacturing

http://www.irdaindia.org
Ministry of Corporate

companies

Affairs(MCA)

Unlisted companies

http://www.mca.gov.in

M i s m a n a g e m e n t o f companies,
financial performance of the company,
Annual General Meeting, Annual Report,
minority shareholders interest, non-receipt
of preferential allotment shares, etc. and
corporate actions as per the court order
s u c h a s m e r g e r s , amalgamation,
reduction of share capital/par value, etc.
4

Nidhi Companies
Commodities Commodities

Forward Markets
Commission (FMC)

5

http://www.fmc.gov.in
Pension Fund Regulatory

Pension Fund

and Development
Authority (PFRDA)
6

Monopoly and anti

http://www.pfrda.org.in
Competition Commission

competitive trade practices

of India (CCI)
http://www.cci.gov.in
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S.No

Grievances pertaining to

Regulators/Authorities

7

Chit Funds

Registrars of Chit Funds
of the concerned state

8

HousingFinance

National Housing

Companies

Bank (NHB)
www.nhb.org.in

(Note: Addresses and Email Ids of Authorities and Offices referred
to above are subject to change. One may refer to the respective
websites updated information on the same)
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Warning Alerts and Wise Investing
Alert 1
Invest only in fundamentally strong companies
●● Do not go for momentum or penny stocks.
●● Invest only in companies with strong fundamentals; these are
the ones that will withstand market pressures, and perform
well in the long term.
●● Equity investments cannot be sold back to the company/
promoters.
●● Strong stocks are also liquid stocks.

Alert 2
Read Carefully
●● Do not gamble away your hard earned money.
●● Due diligence is a must.
●● Read about the offer. This is an advice difficult to practice with
offer documents now running into more than 1000 pages;
abridged prospectus too is difficult to read. Yet, read you
must, at least sections on risk factors, litigations, promoters,
company history, project, objects of the issue and key financial
data.

Alert 3
Follow life-cycle investing
●● You can afford to take greater risks when you are young.
●● As you cross 50, start getting out of risky instruments.
●● By 55/60, you should be totally out of equity. (You can’t afford
to lose your capital when you have stopped earning new
money). There are better things in life at that age than watch
the price ticker on TV!

Alert 4
Invest in IPO
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●● IPOs are a good entry point.
●● Remember, IPOs have to be bought; these are not forced
upon the investors.
●● Due diligence is a must. Must never blindly invest in an IPO.
●● Decide whether you are investing in an IPO or in a company.
If as an IPO, then exit on listing date. If as a company, then
remain invested as you would in a listed stock.
●● And use the ASBA process to invest.

Alert 5
Learn to Sell
●● Most investors buy and then just hold on (Most advice by
experts on the media is also to buy or hold, rarely to sell).
●● Profit is profit only when it is in your bank (and not in your
register or Excel sheet).
●● Remember, you cannot maximize the market’s profits so don’t
be greedy.
●● Set a profit target, and sell.

Alert 6
Deal only with registered intermediaries
●● Many unauthorized operators in the market who will lure
you with promises of high returns, and then vanish with your
money.
●● Dealing with registered intermediaries is safer and allows
recourse to regulatory action.

Alert 7
Let not greed make you an easy prey!
●● Many scamsters are roaming around, to exploit your greed.
●● Most scams rob small investors.
●● Be careful about the entity seeking your money.
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Alert 8
Beware of the media, especially the stock specific advice on
electronic media
●● Too many “saints” in the capital market offering free advice!
●● In reality, many of these advisors have vested interests.
●● Also beware of the get-rich schemes being sold through SMS
and emails.

Alert 9
Don’t get taken in by advertisements
●● The job of an advertisement is to make you feel-good.
●● Don’t get carried away by attractive headlines, appealing
visuals, catchy messages.

Alert 10
Beware of fixed/guaranteed returns schemes
●● Anyone who is offering a return much greater than the bank
lending rate is suspicious.
●● Remember plantation companies-promised huge returns (in
some cases 50% on Day 1)!

Alert 11
Beware of the grey market premium
●● These are artificial and normally created by the promoter
himself.

Alert 12
Don’t get overwhelmed by sectoral frenzies
●● Remember, all companies in a sector are not good. Each
sector will have some very good companies, some reasonably
good companies and many bad companies.
●● Be also wary about companies that change their names to
reflect the current sectoral fancy.
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Alert 13
Don’t over-depend upon ‘comfort’ factors like
●● IPO Grading
●● Independent Directors

Alert 14
Don’t blindly take decisions based on accounts just because these
are audited
●● High incidence of fraudulent accounts and mis-advertising of
financial results. Satyam case is a wakeup call.
●● Read qualifications and notes to the accounts.
●● Look out especially for unusual entries related party
transactions, sundry debtors, subsidiaries’ accounts.

ALERT 15
Cheap shares are not necessarily worth buying
●● Do not chase price, chase value.
●● Price can be low because the company in fact is not doing
well (but hype over the company/sector may induce you).
●● Worse, the price can be low because the face value has been
split (over 500 companies have split their shares).
Rationale given: make shares affordable to small investors
●● Not valid as in demat, one can buy even one share
●● Real purpose: to make shares appear “cheap”
●● Companies with a share price of Rs.50 have split 1:10!

Alert 16
Be wary of companies where promoters issue shares/warrants to
themselves
●● Preferential allotments to promoters are almost always made
for the benefit of the promoters only. (The fair route should be
rights issue).
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Alert 17
Don’t be fooled by Corporate Governance Awards/CSR
●● There is a high incidence of fraudulent companies upping
their CG and CSR activities.

Alert 18
Be honest
●● Be honest to yourself as only then you can demand honesty.
●● We are very weak investors/no strong investor associations/
take everything lying down.
●● Need to form/join strong investor associations and fight for
our rights.
●● Need to demand disgorgement.

Alert 19
Invest-don’t speculate
●● Don’t invest just because a friend has told you that scrip would
be a jackpot.
●● Speculating in the market is similar to gambling. It’s just that
such gambling is legal.
●● To be a successful investor requires planning, study and
discipline.

Alert 20
Don’t leverage on the market
Leverage trading is for traders in the market. For investors, invest
your own funds. Don’t borrow and invest in the market. And
investment must be a small share of your wealth and not your entire
hard earned money.
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